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and carry out Marxism and scientifically develop it, the world will
progress.

Kohi Satake

Sociolist Spirituol Civilizotion

Tokyo, Japan

I am a worker and I think
the article "Socialist Spiritual Ciiilization" published in

your issue No. 45 delineated, both
theoretically and practically, the
guidelines in socialist construction
and therefore has a far-reaching
significance. It helps me under-

stand that both spiritual civiliza-

tion and material civilization are
indispensable components

cialist construction.

of

so-

I am studying Marx's dialectical
materialism and regard the study
of Marxism-Leninism as a lifelong pursuit. I will raise my ideological consciousness as a worker
should do, master scientific

theories and ready myself for all
possible tests. I think these are
necessary for one who is studying
Marxism - Len in i sm.

China has already triumphed in

its proletarian revolution

and

entered the stage of socialism. The

Younger Leodership
I

exists is an ideological encourage-

ment. China's achievements publicized in the media have won the

acclaim

of workers abroad who
I think

support genuine Marxism.

that i.f people understand pro-

foundly the meaning of "remould-

ing one's subjective world while
transforming the cbjeciive world,"

No. 37).

the United States and

tember 6 about the succession
of young cadres to old ones (issue

It's an excellent idea.

5t

but, it is appropriate to

younger people replace them in
their task-ridden positions. This
is important. We may expect that

competent youngsters with a
knowledge of the weal and woe of

will serve them better.
I am glad to learn of the election
ot Wang Zhao1uo to the Central
Committee of the CPC (issue
th-e people

No. 40). We should not advocate
yor.lng people be self-centred or
family-centred; they should understand that the country is not for
one individual, but for all.

a comprehensive and accurate exposition of the Chinese Govern-

ment's policy towards Dalai Lama.
He .and his entourage are now

ical entities?
China's policy towards minoritY
nationalities has set a good example for the other countries. While
Han people form the overwhelming majority of the citizens, the
other 55 nationalities, even those
with several thousand'PoPulation,
are treated equally and their wel-

fare is ensured.

Tibetans are one of the largest
minority nationalities in China
and have enjoyed the benefits
under this system. In a short
period of time, Tibet has been
transformed from a feudal theocracy into a democracY' With the
support of the Central Government, it has made impressive Progress in agricultule, industry' con-

struction. public health and trans-

portation. Imagine if Tibet had
been ruled by Dalai Lama and
feudal aristocrats of the middle

ages, what would be the condition
there now?

Aresu Antonio

visiting Western countries and
some of them have hypocritically
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I have jusf read An Zhiguo's
article "Policy Towards Dalai
Lama" (issue No. 46). It presented
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Germany, Belgium, Holland, Spain,
England.
Nowadays, who would refute the
fact that these countries are polit-
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People

have no objection to the elderly

from one another fre-

in the past. So was the
case with areas of France, Italy,

quently
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Tibet was just like the other areas
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is viewed as a "threat" to
them. That Tibet is a component
part of China is a historical fact
which defies personal feelings.
gress

am very glad to read Ye Jianying's and Chen Yun's speeches to
the 12th Party Congress on Sep-

Chinese Party is a Marxist-Leninist party which is fr)rging ahead to

build advanced material and
spiritual civilizations. The mere
knowledge that such a country

offered support. The ultimate purpose of such support is to discredit
and split China, since China's pro-
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Notes Frorn tlrn lldilors
and Africa still closer and to
enhance mutual trust and sup-

Premier Zhao's Alrican lour

port.

China and Africa have coHow do you assess the importance oI Premier Zhao's current visit to Africa?

Premier Zhao's visit to 10
African states shortly after the
Party Corrgres.s and the National People's Congress testifies to
the fact that the cornerstone of
China's diplomacy is unity and
co<peration with other third
world countries.

are battling against South Africa's racism and for Namibian

independence. Both Israel and
South Africa are strongly backed by the United States. The
increasing presence of the Soviet Union in Africa has further
complicated the situation, intensifying hegemonist contention and creating more turmoil
and unrest on the continent.
China and Africa, with common historical experiences and
facing similar problems and
tasks, have long+tanding sym-

Both China and .A.frica suffered long years of oppression and exploitation by
imperialism and colonialism. pathy and support for each
It was only after protracted other. China has established
Iiberation wars and other forms diplomatic relations with 45
of struggle that they freed African states, and is generally
themselves from foreign yokes. seen as a genuine, trustworthy
China, which has embarked friend. Zhao Ziyarrg is the secon the road of socialism, is now ond Chinese premier to visit
devoting its main effort to a the continent (preceded by
modernization programme, but Zhou Enlai in 1963), and his
still faces armed threats as well tour is expected to bring China
as interference from hegemonism. And the reunification of
China will remain incomplete
without Taiwan's return to its
embrace.

Today, many African countries are energetically develop
ing their national economies in
order to consolidate their independence. North African states
are engaged.in a fierce struggle
against Israeli aggression and
expansionism and in defence of
the rights of the Palestinians
and other Arab people. Meanwhile, countries in Black Africa
December 20, 1982

operated for many years in economic and technical fields. Chi-

na is willing to exchange experience

in

economic construc-

tion with African countries and
to jointly explore new methods
of co+peration. Possibilities exist in a wide range of fields such
as technical services, skilled
personnel training, joint ventures and co-operative production. It is hoped that on the basis of full equality, mutual assistance and mutual benefit,
China and Africa will be able
to blaze a trail for "SouthSouth co<peration."
Undoubtedly, Premier Zhao's
visit will go down as an important chapter in the annals of
Sino-Af rican friendship and
will turn a new page in the history of co<peration among the
third world countries.
lnternational Editor
- Mu Youlin

Announcement
Beginning with issue N'o. 1,'1983, we will run o series ol
nine or more orticles on Chinese-type modernizotion.
This series, written ot our request by the stoff of the Econom-

ic

Reseorch Centre under the Stote Council, provides systemotic

onolyses ond explonotions thot will help our reoders better
understond our ongoing modernizotion drive
the whys ond

-

wherefores, the bockground ond prospects, present policies ond

lt

is our hope thot these orticles will
be of help to oll interested in this topic.
other reloted questions.
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cil, and the resolutions on the

POLITICAL

Revision of the Organic Law of

the Local People's Congresses

Congress Session Closes
The l5day Fifth Session of
the Fifth National People's Congress closed on December 10
with a call to Chinese people of
aII nationalities to join in the
national effort to fulfil the Sixth
Five-Year Plan (1981-85) and
accelerate socialist modernization.

Chairman Ye Jianying told
the session that the new Con-

Stitution it had. adopted was the
best one since the founding of
the People's Republic. Its promulgation and implementation
will usher in a new stage of
development for China's socialist democracy and legal system
and for its socialist modernization, he said.

Ye also praised Premier Zhao
Ziyang's report on the Sixth
Five-Year Plan as the first
blueprint for attaining China's
strategic objective (quadrupling
the annual gross value of ,industri6l and agricultural production) by the end of- this century. He expressed the hope
that "all fellow deputies will
unite with our people throughout the country and together we

will bestir

ourselves and work
arduously with one heart and
one mind to ensure the realization of our goal."

Sixth Five-Year Plan Approved.
The session ratified the Sixth
Five-Year Plan and endorsed
Premier ZhaoZiyang's report on
the plan, as well as the plan for
1983, which is based on the fiveyear plan. The session's resolution pointed out that the Sixth
Five-Year Plan is a programme
of action for China's current socialist economic construction. It
is a fairly comprehensive guide
that sets forth forward-looking
and realistic tasks for national
economic and social development.

Other Resolutions. The session
approved a series of other
resolutions and reports:

and Governments and the Electoral Law for the National Ped
ple's Congress and the Local
People's Congresses;

the resolution endorsing
,
- Report
on the Work of the
the
NPC Standing Committee;

the resolution endorsing
- Report on the Work of the
the
Supreme People's Court and the
Report on the Work of the Supreme People's Procuratorate;

the resolution determining
- number
the
of deputies to the
People's ConNational
Sixth
gress and their election. As a
result, the election of deputies
to the Sixth National People's
Congress should be c,ompleted
before the end of April 1983;
and

report made by the
- the committee on the exmotions
arnination of motions.

The resolution ratifying
- State Council's Report on (}PPG(} Meeting Ends
the
the Implementation of the 1982
The 18-day Fifth Session of
State Budget and the State the Fifth National Committee
Budget for 1983;
of the Chinese People's Politthe Organic Law of the ical Consultative Conference
Peo.ple's Congress and
National
Organic Law of the State Coun-

(CPPCC) closed' on December
11, after it had adopted a new

The Fifth Session of the Fifth NPC adopts a resolution ratifying Premier Zhao Ziyang's
Report on the Sixth Five-Year Plan.

Constitution for the CPPCC as
well as numerous resolutions.
The session also elected Ma Bi
and Fan Shoukang, patriotie
personages who have returned
and resettled on the mainland,
as standing committee members
of the Fifth National Committee

of the CPPCC.
The CPPCC National 'Committee members attended the
concurrent National People's
Congress as observers. They
actively discussed the draft of
the revised Constitution and
Premier Zhao Ziyang's report
on the Sixth Five-Year Plan as
well as other reports and laws.
They put forward many important and positive suggestions.
The CPPCC is an organization

of the patriotic united front of
the Chinese people that was
formed over the long years of

revolution and

construction.
t ed by the Chinese Communist
Party, it consists of the various

I

democratic parties, non-party
democrats, people's organizations, public figures of national minorities as well as
patriotic personages from all
walks of life, including compatriots in Taiwan, Xianggang
(Hongkong) and Aomen (Macao)

and Chinese nationals residing
abroad. It is an important
vehicle of China's socialist democracy. The CPPCC operates
on the principles of "long-term
coexistence and mutual supervision" and "treating each other
with all sincerity and sharing
weal and woe" among the Chinese Communist Party, the
democratic parties and nonparty democrats. It conducts
political consultations on inajor
state policies and on key issues
concerning the well-being of the
people, and exercises democratic
supervision over the work of the
Chinese Communist Party, the
people's governments and other

state organs through proposals
and'criticisms.
December 20, 7982

The CPPCC has a national
committee and local committees,
and there are more than 100,000

members

in more than 1,600

CPPCC organizations from the

central down to the county

level.
Most members are representatives of the various democratic
parties, people's organizations,
minority nationalities and
various fields of endeavour;

rnany of them are accomplished

and influential experts

and

motherland, including the work
of striving for the early return
of Taiwan to the motherland. It
has also co-ordinated the efforts

of various departmdnts and
Iocal governments to further
improve living and working
conditions of compatriots from
Taiwan, Xianggang and Aomen,

returned overseas Chinese,

in Taiwan
Province as well as former
members of the Kuomintang
who have crossed over.
dependants of people

scholars.

The conference. holds various
forms of meetings of responsible members of the democratic
parties, people's organizations
and patriotic personages of
various circles to discuss topics
raised by the Chinese Communist Party, democratic parties or
people's organizations.

Its members and standing
cornmittee members may attend
as observers sessions of the
people's congresses at various
levels and may take part in discussions

of important

national

rssues.

CPPCC committees also help
streamline government organizations, readjust and restructure
the economic system, organize
inspection tours and visits and

conduct investigations

and

study.

The First Plenary Session of
the Chinese People's Political
Consultative,Conference; held
in September 1949, functioned
as a National People's Congress
and proclaimed the founding of
the People's Republic of China.
After the First National People's Congress was convened in
1954. the CPPCC continued to
play a role in the nation's political and social life and in promoting China's 'friendly relations with foreign countries.

It

has contributed to the great

cause of reunification of

the

FOREIGN
RELATIONS
China Backs Arab Peace Plan

A

delegation

of the

Seven-

Member Commitee of the Arab
League, led by King Hussein
Ibn Talal of Jordan, paid a visit
to China from December 5 to 7
and received a warm welcome
from the Chinese Government.

During his talks with the delegation, Piemier Zhao Ziyang
pointed out that the eight-point
plan for the solution oI the Middle East question adopted at the
'12th Summit Meeting of Arab
States provides a good basis for
solving the question in a reasonable, practical, overall and
just way. "We appreciate and
support it," said Premier Zhao.

The Premier added that the
Chinese Government consistently holds that to bring about
a sustained peace in the Middle
East, - Israe] must withdraw
from the Arab territories it occupied in 1967, including Jerusalem, recognize the legitimate
national rights of the Palestinian people, including the right
to return to their homeland, national self-determination. and

the right to build their

own

state. Only on this basis can all
countries in the Middle East en-

joy their rights to

independence and peaceful existence.
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Party met with King Hussein
fiimly supports the Arab people's just
and said that China

cause. Deng Xiaoping expressed

the hope that the Arab countries will act in unity in face of

the challenge of hegemonism
and work for the early settlement of the Middle East issue.
Happy Birthday, Rewi Alley

For Rewi Alley, the

New

Zealander who has dedicated a
large part of his life to the Chinese people's revolutionary
cause, his 85th birthday was

happy and memorable.
(ieneral Secretary Hu Yaobang meets with the Seven-lllember Committee
of the Arab League led by King Hussein.

On December 2, the Chinese
for Friendship With Foreign Countries
threw a birthday banquet for
him in the Great Hall of the
People in Beijing.
People's Association

Premier Zhao noted that the
Arab peace plan coincides with
China's position. China holds
that all peace-loving and justice-

the political, economic. trade
and cultural fields with the

upholding countries should sup-

Coexistence.

Speaking at the banquet, association president Wang Bing-

Sino-Jordanian Friendship

comrade-in-arms of the Chinese

port the Arab peace plan, and
so should the United Nations
and its Security Council.
To solve the Middle East ques-

tion, Zhao Ziyang said,

the

rnost pressing issue today is to

check Israeli aggression and
force Israel to pull out its
aggressor troops completely
and unconditionally from Lebanon. The Chinese Government holds that Israel's ferocity in committing aggression
is directly connected with the
connivance and support

United States. The

of

the
United

States should correct its policy
of shielding Israel. and ignoring
the Palestinian peopie's nation-

al rights.
Premier Zhao finally reiterated that the Chinese people always stand on the side of the
just cause oI the Arab people.
He added that China would like
to develop friendly relations in
6

Arab countries on the basis of
the Five Principles of Peaceful

nan praised Rewi Alley as
And Co-operation

Premier Zhao Ziyang held

talks with the
monarch. They

people who has consistently sup-

ported and participated

King Hussein of Jordan paid
an official visit to China from
December 7 to 9.
Jordanian
exchanged

views on the situation in the
Middle East and discussed other
international issues of common
concern as weli as bilateral relations. Their talks showed that
the two leaders shared identical views on a wide range of international issues. They agreed
that there are broad prospects
for the development of friendly

co-operation between China
and Jordan.

Chairman Deng Xiaoping of
the Central Advisory Commission of the Chinese Communist

a

in their

struggle since he arrived in Chi-

na

in

1927.

Before the banquet began.
Vice-Chairmen Deng Yingchao
and Liao Chengzhi of the Standing Committee of the National
People's Congress extended their
congratulations to Alley. Deng
Yingchao expressed the wish

that his friendship with the
will continue to
grow in the years to come.
Chinese people

Jiao Ruoyu, Mayor of Beijing,
conferred on Rewi AIIey the
title of "Honorary Citizen of
Beijing."
More than 100 of Alley's good
friends, including F.A. Small,
the New Zealand Ambassador to
China. attended the banquet.
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Soviet-US Relotions

Has the Tango Begun?
T INITED States President Ro1-l nald Reagan, speaking at a
nationally televised news conference hours after the Soviets'
release of the news of President
Leonid Brezhnev's death, called
on Moscow to "tango" with the
White House, meaning the two
superpowers should work together to improve their relations.

Has the dance begun? Horv
r,vill Soviet-US relations deveiop
after the change in the Soviet
leadership? This is a question

that concerns the u,ho]e international community.

Tuning Up

For the last few weeks. the
White House and Kremlin have
exchanged a variety of signals.
President Reagan. in of f ering
condolences on the death of
President Brezhnev. said his
administration had
strong
desire to r,l'ork towards an improved rel,ationship with the
Soviet Union." The White

At the same time, the Reagan
administration has pressed
ahead its plans to expand the US

military build-up. In their talks
on November 15, Reagan and
West German Chancellor Kohl
reiterated their loyalty to the
NATO "two-track" decision, including deployment of US medium-range missiles in Western
Europe by the end of 1983. On
November 22, Reagan announc-

ed the US plan to deploy 100
intercontinental MX missiles in
"dense pack" f ormation at a
Wyoming base. In recent statements, both Reagan and Shultz
insisted that arms reduction
agreements and economic cooperation with Moscow are only
possible if the new Soviet
leadership makes substantive
changes in Moscow's policies,
particularly on the arms race.
Afghanistan. Kampuchea and
Poland.

Andropov Responds

House sent

Brezhnev's funeral.

mittee of the Soviet Communist
Party, met with Bush and Shultz

Reagan also took the opportunity to announce the lifting of
sanctions against American and

other firms involved in the Soviet natural gas pipeline project.
Shortly thereafter, a number of
US Congressmen headed by
Senator Robert Dole visited
Moscow and more than 250
American businessmen attended
the US-USSR Trade and Economic Council in Moscow, the
first session of the council to
meet in four years.
December 20, 1982

trade and economic relations
with Washington. Vasili Kuznetsov, First Deputy Chairman
of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, conf erred with
the US Congressmen.

At the same time. Andropov
in several important speeches
expressed the new Soviet
Ieadership's determination to
continue pursuing the strategic
line in home and foreign policy
worked out under Brezhnev.
Unmistakably directing his remarks at the US moves to expand nuclear arms, Andropov
stressed that the Soviet Union
must maintain its defence capability at an appropriate level.
Moscow was ready to reach
an agreement on reduction of
arms with Washington and

other Western nations, Andropov said. But he warned that
no one should expect his country to make military cuts uni-

laterally. He said the Soviet
Union hopes to ease tensions
and broaden co-operation between Moscow and Washington,

On the Soviet side. Yuri Andropov, the new General Sec-

Vice-President
George Bush and Secretary of
State George Shultz to attend

& COf ,\ EFl'tS

retary of the Central

Com-

in Moscow and stressed that the
Kremlin was prepared to build
relations with he United States
on the basis of fu)l equality,
non-interf erence. mutual respect

for the interests of the

peoples

but that his government will not
make unmatched concessions in
all fields as the White House
demanded.

No Abrupt Chonges Yet
What do these signals mean
in this severe winter of USSoviet relations? Could the
Reagan administration be
moving towards a "new beginning" in US-Soviet relations?
Can the world view Moscow's
moves as a prelude to dramatic

of both countries and the imof the international changes in

provement
situation.

Soviet policy?
Neither is likely, at lea.st at

Soviet Premier Nikolai Tikhonov, met with the American

delegation

to the

Soviet-US
trade session and said that Moscow was open to developing

present.

The latest issue of the weekly
Moscout Ne'**s quoted President
Reagan saying "it takes two to
tango" and urging the Soviet

to show willingness by for the better can occur only
actual deeds to dance with when there is a change of hands
Americans. The weekly said in the White House, the weekly
that inviting someone to dance said. Others are inclined to beshould not be conditional on the lieve that the Reagan adminispartner changing his hair style, tration could possibly adopt a
let alone his ideology. However, reasonable position on the Se
the weekly continued, Washing- viet Union and on East-West
ton retained its habit of raising trade in particular, after it
prerequisites by demanding that suffers from the defeat of its
the Soviet Union improve its be- economic policies and the obhaviour according to a US point vious setbacks in the mid-term
of view. This was not the elections.
gesture of an equal pa.rtner issuIt is still too early to predict
ing an i,nvitation, Mosco'ut Neuss
how things will develop. But so
Ieaders

said.

Summing up Soviet specialists' views on the present state
of and prospects for Soviet-US
relations, Moscoto Netos said
that since the American diplomatic recognition of the Soviet Union in 1933, relations between the two countries have
never been worse than they are
today. Some think that a turn

far no changes can be discerned
in either Soviet or US positions
or in their relations. As facts
show, it will not be easy for
Moscow and Washington to
tango in thi: near future. Even

if they do, they will
toes.

Chongjie

Reagan's Four-Nation Tour
Of Latin America
f TS President Ronald Reagan's
u ',.i"it to Brazil, Colombia,

and these countries. The leaders
also exchanged other views.

Costa Rica and Honduras from
November 30 to December 4
may have soothed surface tensions between Washington and
its neighbours to the south, but

For many years, the United
States has considered Latin
America its "backyard" and

could not fundamentally address the underlying differences.

As Reagan's first official visit

to Latin American countries

since he took office, the trip attracted much attention.

"Bockyord" Blues
Reagan met separately with
presidents of the four nations as
well as of El Salvador and Guatemala to discuss strengthening
political and economic co-operation between the United States
8

maintained important economic

and strategic interests there.
However, US support for Britain during the Malvinas (FalkIands) crisis has caused dissatisfaction and distrust for the
United States throughout Latin
America. Furthermore, the current worldwide economic recession has seriously affected Latin
America. The US measures to

protect trade and export its
crisis have further aggravated
these countries' economic and
political difficulties.
The United States is particu-

larly worried that the

and Cuban expansion and pene-

tration into these countries,
threatening the US interests in
its "backyard." It was under
these circumstances that the US
President made his Latin
American tour.
Bosic Problems Unsolved

un-

avoidably step on each other's

-Wang

America are heating up. The
people are increasingly in conflict with the military dictatorial
juntas and the military dictatorial juntas with the forces for
democracy and reform. At the
same time, these governments
and their people share opposition to hegemonism. Such an
unstable situation could provide
opportunities for further Soviet

com-

plicated contradictions in Latin

During his visit, Reagan reptatedly declared that his government would strictly obaerve
the Inter-American Mutual Assistance Treaty and maintain
Inter-American Collective Security. Obviously, his mission
was to persuade the Latin
American countries that their
distrust in the United States was
unwarranted and to rejuvenate
the pan-American system and
fortify US influence in the regron.

Reagan also expressed appre-

ciation of the region's democratization process and cailed on
Latin American countries to

pool their effork in dealing
with challenges f rom outside

forces. This was clearly directed
against Soviet and Cuban expansion in the region.
Hg expressed his concern over
various
guerriLla activities and border

the turbulence and

clashes in Central America
and he reiterated that his
government supports the "dem-

ocratic political systems" in
El Salvador and Honduras

and he condemned external forces that intended to im-

Beijing Reoiew, No. 5l
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a "non-democratic politi- tions on sugar imports to the
cal system" upcin the region. United States and promised
Reagan also promised to in- more aid for Costa Rica.
crease economic and military
Reagan's tour may have easaid to El Salvador and Guate- ed tensions between the United
mala to help offset the influence
States and Latin American
of anti-government guerrillas.
countries to some degree, but
the
fundamental contradictions
During his trip, he adopted a
pose

posture of trying to enhance US

economic co-operati.on with
Latin American countries. He
announced the US decision to
give US$l,230 million in credit
to Brazil and promised to help
in Brazil's negotiations for
credit from the International
Monetary Fund to help allay its
economic crisis. He also announced an easing of restric-

between them cannot easily be
resolved. The problems in Central America have deep social
and economic sources. As long
as the United States does not
change its policy towards the
countries in the region and fails
to respect the aspirations of the
people there, Central America
canhot be really stable.

-Ren

Yan

Discreditable Behaviour by lndia
gth Asian Games have the "state" lies in the Chinese
THE
r alreadv ended and were a territory south of the McMahon
complete success. The host Line at the east section of the
country, India, made an effective contribution to them, and
to the strengthening of understanding and friendship among
Asian athletes and between the
Chinese and Indian people. But
the Indian Government took
one action that somewhat discredited its otherwise exemplary
behaviour.

Among the closing ceremony
perf ormances on December 4,
the Indian Government presented lhe Lion dance and the
Peacock dance of "Arunachal Pradesh." The words "Arunachal Pradesh" were included in the programme and announced in the broadcast of the
ceremony.

What is "Arunachal

Pra-

desh"? It is a "state" the Indian Government set up in 19?2
which China has all along firmly
refused to recognize. Most of
December 20, 1982

It has been
illegally encroached upon and
Indo-Chinese border.

occupied by India ever since the
country's independence in 1947.

The Indian

Government's

of

those two "Arunachal Pradesh" dances was
therefore not merely to entertain the games' participants, but
presentation

a deliberate step to

propagate

and legalize India's sovereignty
over the "state."

The Indian Governrhent has
now made the border disputes
an international affair. This
move can do no good to Sino-Indian relations and furthermore
runs counter to one of the
games' principles of strengthening friendship among Asian
peoples.

The Chinese and Indian Governments are each doing their
part to seek further improve-

tS &

COIAMENI'IS

ment of relations. We sincerely

wish the Indian Government
will conduct itself in line with
the fundamental interests of our
two peoples and adopt effective
measures

to work for the im-

provement of relations together
with the.Chinese Government.

Xinhua Correspond.ent

- Li Yongming
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Report on the Sixth Five-Year PIan
(Delivered at the Fifth Session of the Fifth National
People's Congress on November 30, 1982)

Zhao Ziyang
Premier of the State Council
Fellow Deputies,
On behalf of the State Council,

I now submit
for China's

a report on the Sixth Five-Year Plan

Basic Tasks

of Sixth Five-Year Plan

In 1980, the last year of the Fifth Five-Year
Plan, the State Council worked out the general
outline and main targets of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan (1981-85). Objective conditions were then iacking for
drawing up a fairly comprehensive five-year plan as the whoLe

country, in the spirit of
Third Plenary Session of

the
the

11th Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party, was
busy setting things to rights, the
national economy was undergoing further readjustments, detailed studies of many problems
had yet to be made in the course
of practice. and essential data

were not available due
damage during the decade

to
of

domestic turmoil.

The State Council

has

conducted careful inrrestigation and study
of our economic work in the past two
years while stepping up economic readjustment. In the Report on the Work of the
Government delivered at the Fourth Session
o{ the Fifth National People's Congress (in November and December 1981), it put forward 10
10

Economic and Social Development for examination and approval by the present session.

principles for the development of the national
economy centred on achieving better economic
results. rvhich the session discussed and apploved. The State Council then mob-

ilized the relevant quarters to
study and discuss several times
the major issues involved in the
Sixth Five-Year PIan. Our national economy has nol em-

barked on a sound path of
growth. The drawing uP
of the draft Sixth Five-Year

steady

Plan has been completed
The 12th National Congress

of the Chinese Communist
Party formulated the strategic
objective, priorities and stePs of
oui economic development. This
calls for quadrupling the gross
annual value of China's industrial and agricultural Pt-oduction in the two decades between 198l
and the end of this century on condition
that economic results are steadily improved:
it calls for achieving a tundamental turn for
the better in China's financial and economic situation in the five years from 1983 to 1987. that
is, striking a balance between state revenue and
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in the Fifth Five-Year Plan. The
per-capita level of consumption in urban and
rural areas will rise by 22 per cent, averaging an
annual rise of 4.1 per cent. We shall during'this
period maintain a basic balance of state revenue
and expenditure and of credit receipts and payments. and basic stability of commodity prices.

expenditure by significantly improving the economic results in all trades and professions and
all enterprises while ensuring a gradual increase
in the funds for economic and cultural develop-

appropriated

ment and a gradual improvement in the people's living standards.

To accomplish this. we must continue the
policy of readjusting, restructuring, consolidating and improving the national economy during
the Sixth Five-Year Plan period, make further
efforts to solve the various problems left over
from the past which hamper economic growth,
win decisive victory in achieving a fundamental
turn for the better in the financial and economic
situation and lay a better foundation or create
more favourable conditions for ecpnomic and
social development in the Seventh Five-Year
Plan period.

The Sixth Five-Year Plan is a plan for
in the course of readjust-

steady development

ment, for promotion of China's modernization
and for continued improvement in the people's

living standards" Fulfilment of this plan is
vital to the future of our whole modernization
programme and to the interests of the people
of all our nationalities.

I would like here to explain its main points
and some relevant questions.

In the five years from 1981 to 1985, we plan
to increase the gross value of our industrial and
agricultural production by 21.7 per cent, an
average annual increase of 4 per cent. Total investment in fixed assets is planned at 360 billion
yuan, and we will build a nunrber of modern projects and carry but major technical transformation in a number of key enterprises. Funds for
developing education, science, culture and public
health service will be 96.7 billion ;ruan, an increase of 68 per cent over the 57.7 billion yuan

l. Ihe Rate ol lndustrial
And Agricultural Growth

find

Economic Results

An important principle guiding the Sixth
Five-Year PIan is to maintain an appropriate rate of growth in China's industrial and
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agricultural output on the premise of improving
economic results. Under the plan, the gross

value of industrial and agricultural output in
1985 will come to 871 billion yuan, or 155.1
billion yuan more than the 715.9 billion yuan in
1980. Of this; the gross value of agricultural and
industrial output are to rise annually by an
average of 4 per cent, and efforts will be made
to bring the figure up to 5 per cent in the course
of carrying out the plan (see chart on p. 11).
Materialization of this plan will establish a better ratio among agriculture. light industry and
heavy industry.

In the 28 years from 1953 to 1980, gross
value of agricultural output grew by an average
of

3.4 per cent annually. The Sixth Five-Year
Plan calls for an average annual increase of 4-5
per cent. This is by no means a low rate, and
considerable efforts will have to be made to

attain it.
The plan projects an industrial growth rate
lower than the average in the previous 28 years.
This is because the task of industrial readjustment remains veiy arduous and complicated,
energy output cannot be increased significantly
in the near future and the pressure on transport
cannot be relieved radically. The rate of industrial growth in the previous 28 years was not
low, but economic results were very poor. The
Sixth Flve-Year PLan therefore stipulates a
slower rate predicated on better eeonomic results.
The plan demands that the quality of products
should be improved steadily, varieties and designs should meet the needs of society and the
consumption of materials per unit-product should
be substantially reduced. All these demands are
far more rigorous than in the past. A salient
feature of the Sixth Five-Year Plan is its emphasis on better economic results,

Our experience shows that putting the plan
targets on a sound basis through overall balancing while allowing some leeway helps protect
and heighten the enthusiasm of the working peo-

ple and production units and ensure a proportionate and co-ordinated growth of the national
economy. The 1981 and 1982 plans will bring
the growth of j.ndustrial and agricultural output
above the average annual growth rate set in the
Sixth Five-Year Plan, and this is good news for
the whole nation. For the reasons given, we do
not propose to raise the growth rate for the last
three years of the plan.
When, through our effolts in the period of
the Sixth Five-Year PIan, the relations between
12

the various sectors are brought into

better

balance, the work of consolidation is accomplish-

ed, a number of key construction projects in
preparation for the Seventh Five-Year Plan are
completed, and technical transforrrtation of
certain major items are carried out and certain
key scientific and technological problems solved,
the growth rate for the seventh five-year period
is bound to be higher than that for the present
five-year period. Provided we work in a downto-earth manner and, in pa.rticular, make significant headway in training personnel, building
key construction projects and improving technology, the growth rate for the eighth and ninth
five-year periods is certain to be still higher,
thus ushering in a new period of vigorous eeonomic development for our country. In this way,
we can realize ths maEnificent objective of quadrupling the qross annual vahre of industrial
and agricultural production by the turn of the
century in accordance with the strategic plan
worked out at the Party's 12th National Congress, a plan which calls for two steps in two

decades.

2. Ihe $cale and Priorities

U Gapital Gonstruction and
Ihe lechnical lranslormation

fi Enterprises

Under the Sixth Five-Year Plan, total inin capital construction throughout the
country will be 230 billion yuan, roughly the
same as for the Fifth Five-Year Plan. Altogether 890 large and medium-sized projects will
be undertaken during these five years, far fewer
than during the previous five-year period. This
is based on the lessons of the past when our
capital construction was too large in scale and
overextended, so yielding poor returns from in-

vestment

vestment.

In the Sixth Five-Year Plan, energy

and

transport are priorities and will receive 38.5 per
cent of the total investment in capital construction, a somewhat higher figure than before.
Meanwhile, appropriate arrangements are made
for development in agriculture, the textile and
other light industries, the metallurgical industry
and the chemical industry, as weII as for educa-
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The coal industry will receive 1?.g billion
yuan in investment duriag the five years. The
funds will be used chiefly for exploiting the coal
reserves in Shanxi, northeast China and eastern
Inner Mongolia; at the same time, the coalfields
jn western Henan, Shandong, Anhui, Jiangsu
and Guizhou Provinces will also be developed.
Twenty-eight large coal mines will be added,
with an annual capacity of over one million
tons. This, plus the opening of small and
medium-sized mines, will increase the total capacity of China's coal industry by 220 million

each

tons. The plan provides for a pr:oduction
capacity of 80 million tons to be available before the end of 1985, with work continuing
during the next five-year plan period for the
remaining 140 million tons.

*.i@

An oil-derrick on the South China

Sea.

tion,

science, culture, public health service,
urban public uti-lities, commerce and foreign
trade. Four hundred large and rnedium-sized
projects are to be completed before the end of
1985, and the rest will be carried over for continued construction during the Seventh FiveYear PIan period.

Funds totalling 130 billion yuan are earmarked for updating equipment in the existing
enterprises ,and for their technical transformation. In the 28 years between 1953 and 1980,
such funds accounted for about 20 per cent of
the total investment in fixed assets. The figure
is raisecl to 36 per cent in the Sixth Five-Year
PIan. This is a big step forward. It witl help
improve the technology of our industry and
speed up the modernization of the national economy as a whole.

I would now like to speak at some length
about the development plans for energy, transport and agriculture and about the priorities for
the technical transformation of the existing enterprises.
Decem,ber 20, 1982

To speed up the expansion of the coal industry, we should, on the one hand, concentrate
on exploiting the big open-cast mines and, first
of all, on building as soon as possible five such
mines at Huolinhe, Yiminhe, Pingshuo, Yuanbaoshan and Jungar, which are rich in coal deposits. On the other hand, we should step up
the technical transformation of the existing
mines, build small and medium-sized ones and
tap potential. Thus we will be able to produce
more coal with less investment at an earlier
date, and we can increase our coal output appreciably in the next few years or'within this
decade and at the same time lay the ground for
greater expansion of our <oal industry in the
following decade.
A total of 15.4 billion yuan will be invested
in the petroleum industry in the Sixth Five-Year
Plan period. Efforts will be concentrated on
prospecting in the Songliao Basin of northeast
China, the Bohai Bay, the Puyang Region of
Henan Province and the Eren Basin of Inner
Mongolia. General survey and prospecting will
also be stepped up to a proper extent in the
Junggar Basin of Xinjiang a-nd the Qaidam
Basin of Qinghai, and such work will be steadily
continued for present oil and natural gas fields
in,east China. Our goal is to verify the reserves
of a number of new oilfields and to actively
proppect for and exploit offshore oil deposits. In
these five years, production capacity for oil w-ill
increase by 35 million tons and for natural gas
by 2.5 billion cubic rr.etres. This should help
make up for the depletion as a result of continued exploitation of oil wells now in operation
and maintain our annual oil output level at 100
million tons during the 1981-85 period.'
13

A total of 20.7 billion yuan will be invested
in the porver industry in the same period. It
wili be used chiefly for continued exploitation
of hydraulic resources along the upper reaches
of the lluanghe River and the upper -and middle
reaches of the Changjiang River and in the
Hongshui River Basin, and for building a number of large hydroelectric stations. At the
same time, a number of electric power stations
will be constructed near the coal mines in coalrich Shanxi Province, eastern Inner Mongolia,
Huainan and Huaibei regions, western I{enan
Province, areas north of the Weihe River and
Guizhou Province, as will be a number of thermal power stations in Shanghai and Liaoning,
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong and Sichuan
Provinces where enormous amounts of electricity
are consumed.
These five years will witness the construction or continued construction of 15 hydroelectric
stations each with an installed capacity of
400,000 kw or more. 45 thermal power stations
each with an installed capacity of 200,000 kw or
more, and one nuclear power station with an
installed capacity of 300,000 kw. Added to the
small stations to be set up, this will mean a
total increase of 36.6 million kw of electric
power for the whole country. Of this figure.
12.9 million kw will be available before the end
of 1985, while work on the remaining 23.7 million kw will continue in the next five-year plan
period. Since these arrangements still fall short
of fully meeting the power requirements of
China's economic growth, efforts will be made,
wherever pos-sible, to step up construction of
eiectric potvver stations in the course of implementing the plan, while strictly economizing on
the use of electricity.
Twenty-nine point eight billion yuan will be
invested in transport and post and telecommunications services over the five years, mainly for
railway and harbour construction. The Sixth
Five-Year Plan provides for laying 2,000 kilometres of rails, double-tracking 1,700 kilometres of
the present rail'rays and electrifying 2.500 kiiometres. By 1985, the capacity of transporting
coal from Shanxi, western Inner Mongolia and
Ningxia to other places will have increased from
72 million tons in 1980 to 120 million tons and
that to northeast China from 14 million tons in
1080 to 29 million tons.
Construction of 132 deep-water berths is
scheduled for 15 harbours including Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Qingdao, Shijiusuo, Lianyungang, Shanghai, Huangpu and Zhanjiang so that
the handling capacity of the country's coastal
14

harbours will total 317 million tons by 1985 as
against 217 miliion tons irr 1980. Work u'ill
continue on inland navigation projects along the
Changjiang and other rivers. More roads will
be built so as to improve the rural transport
conditions. In the meantime. efforts will be
made to increase the posL and telecommunications facilities. Completion of these tasks will

relieve the strain on transport and pdst and
telecommunications services.

In agriculture, stress u'ill be put on augmenting the flood control capacity of the Huanghe,
Changjiang, Huaihe and Haihe Rivers and on
completing the construction of the Panjiakou
and Daheiting reservoirs in Hebei Province and
the Tianjin project for diverting water from the
Luanhe River so as to ease the shbrtage of water
for industrial and agricuitural use in the
Beijing-Tianjin area. Continued efforts will be
made to build commodity grain bases on the
Sanjiang Plain in Heilongjiang Province, in the
Poyang Lake area in Jiangxi Province, the
Dongting Lake area in. Hunan Province and the
Pi-Shi-Hang Irrigation Area in Anhui Province.

A network for breeding and popularizing im-

proved seeds should be set up and improved step

by step.
Shelterbelt networks

in

northwest, north

and northeast China will continue to be built so
as to check soil erosion in the areas along the
middle reaches of the Huanghe River and the

shifting of sand dunes in the northwest. We
should make sustained efforts to conduct the
nationwide afforestation campaign in order to
cover our motherland with trees. Land reclamation on the pasturelands of the minority nationality areas is forbidden. We should expand
the total area of artificially sorvn pastures frorn
the 32 million mu* in 1980 to 100 million mu in
1985. A number of farms producing good poultry and animal strains, livestock farms and feedproc.essing plants will be set up. Between 1981
and 1985, the plan is to increase the area for
fresh-water aquaculture by 16 million mu and
that for sea-water aquaculture by 800,000 rrzu.
AII this will help improve conditions for farming, animal husbandry and fishery.
We should do more geological prospecting.
hunt for mineral deposits, assess natural resources and do better work in hydrogeology, €rrgineering geology and environmental geology
during the Sixth Five-Year Plan period.
In the technical transformation of the existing enterprises stress should be put on the fol* One rnz equals 1'15 hectare.
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lowing: saving energy and raw and semi-finished materials; improving the product mix; enhancing the properties and quality of products;
and increasing the production capacity for certain urgently needed products which are in short
supply. Measures will be taken in these five
years to carry out in a planned way the technical transformation of a number of key enterprises such as the Anshan Iron and Steel
Company, the Baotou Iron and Steel Company,
the Changchun No. 1 Motor Works, factories in
the power equipmen[ manufacturing bases in
Harbin and Shanghai, the large Datong, Kailuan
and Fushun coal mines and the large caustic
soda plants in Tianjin and in Hubei, Liaoning,.
Sichuan anci Shandong Provinces. The purpose
is to gradually raise the technological level of
these key enterprises that have bearing on the
national economy as a whole.

As the supplier of equipment for diverse
fields, the machine-building industry must be
ahead of others in carrying out technical transformation. In the 1981-85 period, mechanical
and electrical products that are mass produced
and rvidely used, especially motor -rehicles, tractors, internal-combustion engines and industrial
boilers that consume much energy shouid be improved technically and updated. Research and
development of a group of key equipments such
as precision and highly efficient machine tools,
instruments and meters should be undertaken,

and efforts should be made to update many
kinds of instruments, components and basic

parts.

We should turn out equipment of a fairly
high technical leve1 for farming, animal husbandry and fishery as well as for the textile and
other light industries. We should also strive to
improve the technology of manufacturing complete sets of large equipment used in power
generation, stee) rolling, mining, coal washing,
transport, offshore oil prospecting and the
petrochemical industry. Succ€ss in these endeavours will mean a gratifying improvement in
the technological level of our national economy.

3. Ihe

U

lleuelopment

Education, $cience

And Gulture
Constantly raising the educational, scientechnological and cultural levels of the

tific,
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whole people is a major guarantee for building
a modern material civilization and also a rnajor
aspect in building a socialist spiritual civiliza-

tion. In the Sixth

Five-Year Plan, allocations
for education, science, culture, public health and
physical culture aceount for 15.9 per cent of total
state expenditure (the cbrresponding figure will
reach 16.8 per cent in 1985), a fairly big increase
over the 11 per cent of the Fifth Five-Year Plan.
The funds allocated for these undertakings are
admittedly still insufficient, but this is what we
can afford at present in the context of our
limited financial resources. Approlriations for
these undertakings will gradually inerease along
with the future growth of our economy.

In education the Sixth Five-Year Plan calls
for a rise in the number of newly admitted fulltime students in institutions of higher education
from 280,000 in 1980 to 400,000 in 1985, an increase of. 42.2 per cent, while total enrolment is
to reach 1.3 rnillion, 13.6 per cent more than in
1980. The number of graduates from these institutions is to be 1.5 million for the five years
covered by the plan. Meanwhile, there will be
considerable expansion of higher education
through radio, TV, correspondeqce and evening
courses. In 1985, a total of 20,000 po.stgraduate
students is.to be admitted, 5.5 times the nurnber
in 1980, and 45,000 are to complete their
postgraduate studies in the five years under
revrew.

The state r,r'ill appropriate special funds for
the construction of fairly advanced teaching and

laboratory facilities in a group of key colleges
and universities, and for the building or expansion of a number of experimental centres so as
to raise the standard of instruction in these institutions, Specialities in colleges and universi-

ties will be. readjusted and teaching methods
improved. Over the years, apeciallties have
been too finely divided and consequently students can acquire onJy a limited scope of
knowledge. This falls shor-t of the requirements of practical wonk in various fields and for
advanced studies and often creates difficulties
for the graduates to get employment or to switch
to other specialized fields of work. This sittration must be changed. Systematic education of
our undergraduates and postgraduates in the
basic theories of Marxism must be stepped up
and ideological and political work among them
should be done regularly, purposefully and effectlvely. We must ensure that our students
are trained to be educated r,r,orkers with socialist
consciousness and professional knowledge.
15

We must continue to restructure secondary
education, set up secondary vocational schools
of dif ferent types, particularly for farming,
forestry, animal husbandry, sideline occupations
and fishery, the medical and nursing services,
finance and trade, public security and procura-

possible

to the needs of economic development

and expanding production. We should put the
application and dissemination of the results of
scientific research on a par with research itself,
commend and reward successes in t]ris field and
overcome the tendency to underrate its impor-

and

tance. It is necessary to set up, in a planned

education. Some vocational and technical sub
jects are to be added to the curricula of regular
secondary schools. It is essential to create the
necessary conditions for transforming a number
of regular senior middle schools in the rural
areas into secondary vocational schools serving
agriculture. More attention should be paid to
pre-school education and teachers' training.

way and step by step, public centres of informa-

torial and judicial affairs, and culture

We should strive to make primary school
education universal or almost universal by 1985
in most counties and to make junior middle
school education universal in the cities. Schools

of all typeq and Ievels should try to enhance the
professional competence of the teachers and
their teaching level in an all-round way and
gradually to improve the coriditions for both
teaching and learning. Educational workers
throughout the country face the most arduous
and pressing task of making primary and junior
middle school education universal and eliminating illiteracy among young and middle-aged
people, and the whole nation should go into
action and give this work full support. We
should make respect of educational work a
standard of good social conduct so that everybody wiltr realize that it is the very foundation
of our modernization drive.

ln science and technology, we wili, under
the Sixth Five-Year Plan, put into nationwide
use the verified results of 40 key scientific and
technological research projects in agriculture,
the textile and other light industries, energy.
the electronic and rnachine-building industries,
raw and semi-finished materials, the chemical
industry, the pharrnaceutical industry, transport,
and post and- telecommunications. To meet the
needs of economic and social development, we
should tackle 100 major problems in 38 scientific
and technological research projects vital to production and construction, and try to bring a
ionsiderable number to fruition and widely
apply the results during this period. While
focusing on research in development and applieation, we should step up basic research so as
to provide Chinals scientific and technological
development with sound guidance and a reliable
foundation. In line with the characteristics of
the specific disciplines, research in both basic
and applied sciences should be geared as much as
16

tion, forecasting and analysis"

measurement,

calculation and consulting services in applied
mathematics in the provinces, municipalities and
autonomous regions to serve scientific research
and grorrr'th of the national economy.
Whiie energetically expanding research in the
natural sciences, we should attach importance
to studies in the social sciences, in political
economy, departmental economics, management
science, philosophy, law, poiitical science, educa-

tion, sociology, ethics, psychology, history,
ethnology, Iiterature and art, linguistics, international relations, and so on. We should do our
best to expound and solve the major theoretical
and practical problems raised in the course of
our socialist modernizatign so that we can use
the results of creative studies to help build the
socialist material and spiritual civilization and
develop our socialist system. Gaps in our
social studies should be filled in; weak
strengthened and working conditions

links

improved.

In culture, during the Sixth Five-Year Plan
period, there wiII be an appropriate growth in
literature and art, the cinema, television, broadcasting, the press, publishing, libraries, museums
and cultural centres and in public health service
and physical culture. There should be more
feature films provided quality is improved, and
it is planned to increase them from 82 in 1980
to 120 in 1985. Efforts should be made to produce more science films and documentaries. We
should improve the ideological and intellectual
content of the radio and TV programmes, raise
lheir artistic and technical quality, improrre their
production and transmission, and bring them to
a wider audience. The total volume of publication of newspapers, magazines and books will
amount to 45,6 billion printed sheets in 1985,
22 per cent more than in 1.980. We should take
steps to improve the techniques and quality of

papermaking, printing and publishing and
change the present backward conditions. In the
main, all cities will have museums, all counties
libraries and cultural centres, and all townships
cultural stations. Serious efforts should be
made to improve the cultural facilities in the
national minority areas and border regions.
Beijing Reuieta, No. 5l

Although most of our intellectual products
in the form of commodities, the leading
cadres at all levels concerned should be fully
aware that the purpose of expanding their production is, first and foremost, to develop our
appear

socialist spiritual civilization. They must
therefore see to it that our intellectual products

have communist ideological content and serve
increase the people's scientific and general
knowledge, instead of merely seeking profits.
In all our culturai and artistic undertakings and
academic research, we must keep to the orientation of serving the people and socialism, continue to implement the policy of "letting a
hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools
of thought contend," eliminate the erroneous
influence left over from the decade of domestic
turmoil and, at the same time, oppose bourgeois
liberalization and decadent feudal and capitalist

to

culture.
We should keep deepening the mass patriotic health carnpaign so as to reduce the incidence
of diseases and swiftly wipe out virulent infectious diseases that are yet to be eliminated. We

should tighten our customs quarantine control
so as to prevent inroads from abroad of epidemic
diseases already stamped out in China. In
health work, we should adhere to the policy of
laying equal stress on the cities and the countryside and of combining Chinese and Western
medicine. Between 1981 and 1985, there will be
an increase of 600,000 people specializing in
health work and an addition of 250,000 hospital
beds. Vigorous efforts should be made to improve techniques of birth control so that we can
carry out our plan for population control. We
should encourage physical culture and sports in
both town and country, so as to build up the
people's physique and raise the level of physical
culture and sports.

4. The Erpansion ol

Economic

And Technological Erchange
Ilith the Outside llorld
During the period of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan, we will continue to expand trade and
economic and technological exchanges with the
outside world in accordance with the principles
of equality and mutual benefit, of unified plan
December 20, 1982

and policy and of concerted action towards our

foreign counterparts.

The total volirme of import and export
trade is planned to reach 85.5 billion yuan by
1985, an increase of 51.8 per cent compared with
1980 and an average annual increase of 8.7 per
cent. Of this figure, the total volume of exports is to reach 40.2 billion yuan, averaging an
annual rise of 8.1 per cent, which is higher than
the growth rate of gross value for industrial and
agricultural production in the same period; the
total volume of imports will reach 45.3 billion
yuan, rising annually by an average of 9.2 per
cent, which is slightly higher than the growth
rate of exports. This will help speed up production and construction in our country.
Boosting the production of commodities for
increased exports is the basis for expanding our

foreign trade and other economic exchanges.
We should work hard to increase exports of textiles and other light industrial goods, arts and
crafts, native products and local specialities and,
in particular, raise the proportion of machinery
and electrical products in the total volume of
export. There should be planned exports of oil,
coal and some rare metals, the resources of
which China has in abundance, while the export
of commodities rvhose production consumes too

much energy should be restricted. Measures
should be taken to adapt all our export goods to
changes in the international market and make
them more and more competitive.

In line with the needs of domestic construction, we shouid change the import mix and
properly raise the proportion of new technology
and key equipment in the total volume of imports. Efforts should be continued to use
foreign loans efficiently, encourage direct investment by foreign businessmen or the setting
up of joint ventures with Chinese and foreign
investment. in order to increase the use .of
foreign funds to a suitable extent.
We should, in particular, stress the role of
the coastal cities in expanding fdreign economic and technological exchanges. Apart from
Guangdong and Eujian Provinces which can
continue their special policies and flexible
measures, we should grant more decisionmaking power to Shanghai, Tianjin and other
coastal cities so that they can utilize their
favourable conditions to turn their initiative to
better account in importing and assimilating
technology, making use cf foreign funds, trans17

forming outmoded enterprises and developing
the role of these cities in the world market.
The aim of expanding our foreign economic
and techaological exchanges is of course to raise
our capacity for self-reliance, and definitely not

to weaken or impair the development of our
national economy. Under no circumstances
should we waver on this point.

5.

ol the LiYing
ol the People

lmprouement
Standards

lnd

Population Gontro!

During the period of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan, expansion of the state economy, the collective economy and the individual economy
rvill provide jobs for 29 million people in cities
and towns after they have received proper
training. The average net income of each peasant is to rise from l9l yuan in 1980 to 255 yuan
in 1985, that is, an average annual incrriase of
6 per cent. This is higher than the annual
average of 4.3 per cent attained in the 26 years
between 1955 and 1980. The payroll for workers and staff in the whole country was 77.3
billion yuan in 1980 and is to reach 98.3 billion
yuan in 1985, an average increase of 4.9 per cent
a year, or 4.2 billion yuan. Some of the workers
and staff in the fields of education, public health
and physical culture got a wage increase Iast
year. This year and in the next tlrree years
there will be a pay rise for the rest as well as
those working in other fields, group by group,
and preparations will be made for reforming
the wage system. As the present pay of most
middle-aged intellectuals is too low and their
burdens are heavy, their salaries should rise
more.

With the growth of industrial and agricultural production and tJ:e increase in the income
of the urban and rural population, their consumption level will go up, substantially. By
1985, average per-capita consumption will be 22
per cent more than in 1980. averaging a 4.1 per
cent annual growth as against the 2.6 per cent
{or the 28 years between 1953 and 1980. Of this,
people living in cities and towns will get an
average annual rise of 3.2 per cent and those in
the countryside. 4.2 per cent. The t<ltal volume

I8

of retail

sales

is to reach 290 billion yuan by

1985. 40 per cent over 1980, averaging an annual

increase

of 7 per cent.

Housing

for the people in the cities and

countryside w-ill continue to improve. Within
the five years under review, it is estimated that
2.5 billion square metres of housing will be built
by the peasants for themselves. apart from 300
million square metres of public amenities and
facilities to be built in the countryside. Residential housing totalling 310 million square
metres will be conrpleted in these five years by
state<rr,r,ned units in cities and towns. This
averages out at 62 million square metres a year,
which is 2.6 times the average annual figure for
the 28 years between 1953 and 1980. Meanwhile, urban publie utilities are to be inst"alled
faster, environmental pollution resolutely
checked, and the environment in key areas im-

proved.

Population growth must be strictly controlled during the Sixth Five-Year Plan

period. The

on July I this year shows that
China's population exceeds one billion. From
census taken

now on, the annual natural population growth
rate must be kept under 13 per thousand which
means the total population of the 29 provinces,
municipalities and autonomous reglons must be
kept at aiound 1.06 billion by 1985. The past
two years again saw a somewhat higher net
growth rate of our population, and for some
years from now the total number' of births will
be at a peak as more and more young people will
reach the marriageable and child-bearing age.
Therefore; to attain our goal in population cgntrol is going to be an extremely important and
strenuous task. The whole societ;r must pay
full attention to this problem. We must take
effective measures and encourage late marriage,
advocate one child for each couple, strictly control second births and resolutely prevent additional births so as to control population growth.
Otherwise, the execution of our national econom-

ic plan and the improvement of the people's

living standards will be adversely affected. Persuasive education must be conducted among the
people of the whole country, especially among
the peasants, to change radically the feudal attitude of viewing sons as better than daughters
and regarding more sons as a sign of good fortune. We must, in particular, protect infant
girls and their mothers. A couple that has only
one daughter and brings her up well deserves
greater commendation, support and reward than
a couple that has only one son. The whole
society should resolutely condemn the criminal
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activities of female infanticide and maltreatment of the mothers, and the judicial departments should resolutely punish the offenders
acc<lrding to law.

6. The Basic Balance in Finance

lnd Gredit and Basic Stability
ln Gommodity Prices
The down'ward trend in state revenues
should be reversed during the period of the
Sixth Five-Year Plan through expanding production. improving economic results and exploring nerv sources of revenue, and this should be
done on condition that a normal rise in the people's income is guaranteed and the appropr.iate
decision-making power of enterprises ensured.
Expenditures for various purposes shouid be
properly arranged and controlled, financial
supervision strengthened and waste resoluteLy
combated so as to minimize the financial deficit.
At the same time, issuance of currency should
be strictly controlled to ensure a basic balance

between state revenue and expenditure and
betrveen credit receipts and payments.

The plan sets total state revenues for 198185 at 595.3 billion yuan. those for 1985 being
127.4 billion yuan, an increase of 18.9 billion
yuan over 1980. Total state expenditures in the
five years will be 609.8 billion yuan, the figure
for 1985 being 130.4 billion yuan, an increase of
9.2 billion yuan over 1980.

In state expenditures, we will, first of all.
guarantee funcis for the construction of key projects, gradually increase expenditur,es on educational, scientific, cultural, public health and
physical culture undertakings, and at the same
time ensure the essential needs for military and
administrative spending, repay foreign debts
plus interest on time, and give due consideration

to expenses in other fields.

It is the consistent policy of the Party and
government to help the minority nationalif
areas and the economicaliy underdeveloped regio.ns develop their economy and cultr.lre. During
the years 1981-85, apart from ann.ually increased financial subsidies to these places, the state
will allocate a special fund of 2.5 billion yuan
an increase of 2.2 billion yuan over the period
December 20, 1982

of the Fifth Five-Year Plan to assist such de- have an average
velopment. It is planned to
annual deficit of around 3 billion yuan in these
five years, the concrete figure being 2.5 billion
yuan in 1981. In implementing the yearly
plans, we should strive to increase revenues
and strictly control expenditures so as to keep
the deficit under 3 billion yuan.
Market prices affect the very livelihood of

the people. During the period of the Sixth

Five-Year Plan. we should strive to keep market
prices basically stable so as to guarantee the
people a secure life. Since the beginning of
this year, the localities have conscientiously im-

plemented

the State Council's "Circular

on

Resolutely Stabilizing Market Prices." Generally

speaking, the situation in this respect is good.
There have been no big fluctuations in stateset prices, and the prices of some cornmodities
have even gone down somewhat. The general
level of retail prices in the first three quarters
of this year was about the same as at the end
of last year. To stimulate production, there
will be some necessary - readjustrnent, either
upwards or downwards, in the next few years,

in regard to a smali number of commodities
rvhose prices are very unreasonable. This,
however, must be done on condition that the
general level of market prices is kept basically
stable.

Our Sixth Five-Year Flan is a cornprehensive plan for overall economic and social development, which encompasses the building of
both material and spiritual civilization. The
Party's 12th National Congress drew up a general guideline in this connection which we
should implement step by step. Here I would
just like to speak on two points, namely, education of workers and staff and improvement in
standards

of social conduct.

We mr.rst, in particular, set up regular coiIeges and schcols of ali tpyes to train cadres at

valious levels and workers in different trades
and. at the same time, set up short-term training courses teaching fewer subjects, so as to put
the education of workers and staff on a regular
basis in a relativeiy short time. Apart from
the existing schools that must undertake their
share in training workers and staff, all trades
and those enterprises which have the facilities
should set up schools and training courses. We
also hope that the Communist Youth League,
the trade unions, the women's federation and
other mass organizations kill alt pay attention
to this.
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Besides providing systematic education, we
must do effective ideological and political work
among the workers and staff in line with the
policies of the Party and government and the
tasks of different periods and solve the problems
they have in ideology and understanding.

Fostering high standards of social conduct
is a very important aspect of building socialist
spiritual civilization. To this end, efforts should
be made in town and country to achieve a
general improvement in public order and order
in production and other work; to establish better
work ethics in production units, offices and the
service trades; and to combat all such unhealthy

tendencies

as sheer irresponsibility, putting

money above all else, asserting departmentalism
and anarchy, engaging in malpractices for selfish
ends and abusing oire's powers to secure advantages for others. We mwt help the cadres
and the masses to realize that. while promgting
socialist commodity production and exchange, it
is essential to do everything to combat and check
the shameful practice of selling one's moral integrity, conscience and human dignity and com-

mercializing human relations, as is common in
capitalist society.
Furthermore, we should be able to evoke
powerful forces throughout our society to resist
all sorts of bad things and establish and develop
a new type of relations between people which
embody socialist spiritual civilization, namely,
mutual respect, care, assistance and friendly cooperation. We should strive to raise the
standards of social conduct significantly during
the period of the Sixth Five-Year Plan and
create a good social atmosphere so that the people can devote themselves to the modernization
drive wholeheartedly and with ease of mind.
The tasks for production and construction
set in the Sixth Five-Year Plan are both
forward-looking and realistic and, provided we
exert ourselves, they can'be fulfilled. Though
earnest efforts have been made to achieve an
overall balance in preparing the plan, there may
be points needing further deliberation, which
will be handled properly in accordance with
concrete conditions in'the course of its implementation.

lmplementation of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan in the First Two Years
The State Council worked out separate plans
in accordance with its preliminary outline. The progress has been satisfactory. The actual growth rate of the gross value
of industrial and agricultural output reached 4.6

for

1981 and 1982

per cent in 1981 as against the planned figure
of 3.7 per cent; the.growth rate in 1982 is expected to reach 6.4 per cent as against the
planned figure of 4 per cent. The annual increase
for these two years averages 5.5 per cent. The
economic situation as a whole is improving each
year gnd this is a gratifying change.

A

sustained overall upsurge

in agricultural

production has brought prosperity to the rural

areas. This is an essential basis for steady
improvement in the economic and, moreover,
the political situation throughout the country.
Compared with 1980, the gross value of agricultural output increased by 5.7 percent in 1981,
and the 1982 figure is expected to be 5 per cent
20

higher than the previous year. Average annual
for these tWo years works out to 5.3

increase

per cent.

Although many regions suffered from
successive serious droughts and floods, the
country's total grain output has continued to rise
year by year. The national figure for this year
is expected to be over 335 million tons, an
increase of more than 10 million tons over 1981
and higher than the record year of 1979. Compared with 1980, the 1982 output of cotton is
expected to rise by 21.9 per cent; of oil-bearing

crops, by 39 per cent; of sugar-yielding crops,
by 29.2 per cent; of tea, by 21 per cent; and of
pork, beef and mutton as one unit. by 6.8 per
cent. There has also been a fairly rapid growth
in other fields of the diversified rural economy.

Agricultural production having expanded,
the peasants' income has gone up by a big
margin. Especially gratifying are the changes
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that have taken place so rapidly in just a few
years over wide areas which used to be relatively backward in agricultural production.
This situation, almost without precedent since
the founding of the People's Republic, is conclusive proof that the rural policies of the Party and
government are absolutely correct.

The production of manufactured eonsumer
goods has grown rapidly so that there is an ever
more plentiful supply of commodities on the
market, thus relieving the Shortage to a considerable extent. We have not seen such a
situation in China since the late 1950s. Compared with 1980, the gross output value of light
industry increased by 14.1 per cent in 1981 and
is expected to go up by another 5.1 per cent in
1982. This means an average annual increase of
9.6 per cent for these two years. It is estimated
that the 1982 output of yarn will be 13.3 per
cent over 1980; woollen fabrics, 12 per cent;
knitting wool, 42 per cent; sugar, 33 per cent;
bicycles, 78 per cent; sewing machines, 61.7 per

cent; TV sets,100 per cent; and washing
machines, 990 per cent, Many consumer goods
are now of higher quality with better designs
and greater variety.

Retail sales volume for 1981 registered a 9.8
per cent increase over 1980 and the estimated
increase for 1982 is 8.9 per cent over the preceding year. This gives an average annual
increase of 9.4 per cent for these two years.
While the people's level of consumption has gone
up a great deal in the past two years. the supply

of foodstuffs, clothing and other daily necesfairly adequate for the most
part, thus allowing the consumers more choice.
For a country like ours with a population of one
billion, it is indeed no small achievement to
effect such a rapid improvement in market
sities has also been

supply.

In heavy industry, which is now being
readjusted, production has gradually turned
from decrease to increase, thanks to the efforts
made to raise the output of energy and use it
economically and to readjust the service orientation and product mix. Gross output value was
down 4.? per cent in 1981 compared with 1980,
but the estimated 1982 figure is 9 per cent over
1981, so that the average annual increase for
these two years will be 1.9 per cent. Heavy
industry is no longer serving its own expansion
to excess and is now providing a larger portion
of its products to agriculture and light industry
in the form of raw and semi-finished materials
December 20, 1982

Putting a finishing touch on a rotor made in
Harbin Electric Machinery Plant.

the

and equipment f or technical transformation.
Many heavy industrial enterprises are manufacturing durable consumer goods directly for
the market.

The output of fuels, power and

some

important raw and semi-finished materials has
gradually picked up again following two years
of stagnation or even decline. Compared with
1980, the 1981 output of coal increased by 0.2
per cent, electricity by 2.9 per cent and cement
by 3.8 per cent, while the output of crude oil
dropped by 4.5 per cent and steel products by
1.7 per cent. It is estimated that, compared
with 1981, the 1982 output of coal will rise by
4.6 per cent, crude oil by 0.5 per cent, electricity
by 5.1 per cent, steel products by 1.9 per cent,
and cement by 8.6 per cent. The upward trend in
heavy industrial output following readjustment
is a significant indicator of the sound growth of
our national economy. The transport and post
and telecommunications dbpartments have also
played an active part in promoting the detelopment of industry. agriculture and work in other
fields
21

The trend of continuous dectease in state
revenue ovet .the years has started to change,
reflecting in a comprehensive way the obvious
success of China's economic readjustment. State
reyenue dropped for three years in a row
starting in 1979 as a result of eoonomic readjustment and efforts'to solve a host of long
accumulated problems. especially those carried
over from the decade of domestic turmoil. Compared with 1978, state revenue from domestic
sources in 1981 was down more than 10 billion
yuan, a decrease of almost 10 per cent. With
steady improvement ih the national economic
situation and the adoption of many measures to
increase revenue and reduce expenditure, the
downwafd trend may end this year, and it is
expected that state revenue will start to rise
again next year. At the same time, there has
heen a favourable balance of foreign exchange
earnings and outlhys for two years running,
which provides favourable conditions for us to
expand foreign economic and technological
exchanges.

There has been fresh development in
culture. The number oI
institutions of higher education has riSen from
6?5 in 1980 to ?29 in 1982 and total new enrolment of students from 280,000 to 310.000.
Initial successes have been achieved in readeducation, science and

justing the specialities offered by these institutions and in restructuring secondary education.
More efforts have been made to disseminate and
apply scienti.fic and technological achievements.

In the past two years, altogether more [han
6,000 major research projects were successful, as
was the manufacture of about 1,000 new ma-

terials following research. All this is playing
an increasingly significant role in economic

development. The recent successful under-water

launching of a submarine-based carrier rocket
indicates the new advance in our science and
technology. Continuous progress has been made
in such undertakings as the press, publishing,
broadcasting, the cinema, television, literature

and art and health work. In particular, a
number of new inspiring results have been
achieved in sports.
The above facts show that through the
readjustment in the past few years, the proportion between accumulation and consumption
and the ratio of agriculture, Itght industry and
heavy industry have tended to be basically in
balance. The readjustment of our national
economy has now entered a new' more advanced

stage. Provided that overall arrangements are
made both for the people's livelihood and Ior
production and construction, we should now
locus on continued readjustment of the structures of agriculture and industry and their produet rnix as well as the structure of enterprises
so as to achieve far better economic results in
the course of steadily expanding our national
economy.

The sustained and encouraging growth of
our economy is in sharp contrast to the current

A village primary school, one
of the many newly built in
Nanhai, Guangdon8, with
money from the educirtional
funds allocated by the countY
government antl the local lac-

tories, mines and communes'

,2
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worldwide economic ciepression. In recent years,
many. countries, one after another, have ex_
perienced varying degrees of economic diffi_
culties, with production stagnating or declining,
rising unemployment, crushing debts, and inflation. The rate of unemployment and index
of price rises in some countries have reached

the highest level since World War II. In
quite a few countries, the economic recession

has become so_ unbearable and serious as to
affect political stability. Many countries are
struggling to find a way out of their plight. At
a time when the economy in other countries is
beset with such difficulties, China,s national
economy is forging ahead by overcoming all
kinds of difficulties. This fully demonstrates the
superiority of our socialist system and testifies
to the correctness of the line, principles and
policies our Party has adopted since the
Third Plenary Session of its llth Central Committee.

. Why is it then that we still have some
financial deficits even though . our economic
situation has steadily improved in recent y-ears?

The answer to this question requires a historical
analysis of our economic construction. In the 20
years between 1958 and 1gT8, and especially
during the decade of domestic turmoil, the state
invested heavily in production and construction.

However, owing to the domination of ,,Left,'
ideas, our economic structure was far from appropriate, there were quite a number of defects
in economic systems and enormous waste in the
fields of production, construction and circulation, the economic results were very poor, and
problems as regards the people,s life piled up.
During this period, the wages and salaries of
workers and staff were not regularly raised,
parities between the prices of manufactured
goods on the one hand and those of farm and
sideline products on the other were quite unreasonable, ttre urban housing shortage grew
increasingly acute, and large numbers of young
people waited for jobs.

llth

Since the 1978 Third Plenary Session of the

Central Committee of the Party, the Party
and government have made immense efforts to
solve these problems. From 1g79 to 1981, expenditures to eover the increase in the purehase
priees of farm and sideline products amounted

to

44.2

billion yuan; the rise in the wages and

salaries of workers and staff and the introduction of the bonus system, 30 biliion yuan: the
employment of 26 million people in cities and

towns, 10.5 billion yuan; and the building of
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more housing for workers and staff in cities and
towns, 15.2 billion yuan. These, plus the ex-

penditures to cover tax cuts or exemptions for
rural areas and the increased price subsidies for

imported goods, totalled more than 140 billion
yuan. Many such items led to higher state expenditures and lower revenues. Furthermore.
the economic results of our production and construction remained very poor for a long time,
and this situation was not and could not be
drastically changed in a few years. Hence our
difficulties in balancing state revenue and expenditure.

At the Fourth

of the Fifth National
the State Council made a
point of raising the question of improving ecoSession

People's Congress,

nomic results, and has since adopted a series of
measures for that purpose. Through a year's arduous work, things are beginning to pick up.
We should, on this basis, work even harder to
bring about a fundamental turn for the better
in China's economy and finance.

The steady improvement in our economic
situation over the past two years is inseparable
from our redoubled efforts to build a socialist
spiritual iivilization and from our resoiute struggle against serious crimes in the economic and
other spheres- The number of crimirial offences
in the country as a whole was 15.7 per cent less
in the first three quarters of this year than in
the corresponding period of last year. In thq
same period, we handled 136,024 criminal cases
in the economic sphere, of which 44;663 have
been disposed of, with 26,227 of.f.enders sentenced
according to law. Of the total of over one hundred thousand criminal cases uncovered so far
in the economic sphere, only a very small number involve, to varying degrees, senior leading
cadres. Some were taken in by the actual offenders due to serious bureaucratism, others were
not strict enough with their children who degenerated into criminals, and still others have
been tainted with unhealthy tendencies. These
cases either have been or are being dealt with in
all seriousness. However, until now we have not
found any senior leading cadre who should himself be held accountable for any serious irregularities in economic matters. Facts have shown
that the overwhelming majority of our cadres
are good or fairly good, and that the leading
cores at the centlal, provincial, municipal and
autonomous region levels are trustworthy.
Through our recent struggle, we have by and
large checked rampant, unscrupulous smuggling
and sale of smuggled goeds, and a number of
23

serious offenders guilty of graft, ernbezzlement, oflering or accepting bribes, speculation and swindling have been dealt heavy

have thus safeguarded our socialist
economic system and our socialist modern-

blows. We
ization.

Major Measures for the All-Round
Fulfilment of the 6th S-Year Plan
As far as economic growth is concerned, the
key to all-round fulfilment of the last three
years of the Sixth Five-Year Plan is to make
the attainment of better economic results the
heart of all our economic work. Judging by the
present overall situation of our national economy, this means we must exercise effective
control over all planned investment in fixed
assets and use

it

properly, resolutely readjust

and consolidate the existing enterprises, do
everything to expedite the technological advance
of production, and continue to reform current

systems. Only when we make significant headway in these four aspects, plus
economic

marked improvement in the managerial ability
of our economic cadres at all levels, can we win
a decisive victory in bringing about a fundamental turn for the better in our financial and
economic situation and succeed in creating more
favourable conditions for the Seventh Five-Year
PIan and f or China's subsequent economic
growth.

First, exercise strict control over the volume of total investment in fixed assets and ensure the completion of key construction projects
and the technical transformation of enterprises
as scheduled

To ensure a growing capacity for expanded
reproduction, we must maintain investment in
fixed assets at a certain levei for new capital
construction projects and technical transforma-

tion of existing enterprises. Under the Sixth
Five-Year Plan a total of 360 billion yuan is to
be allocated for these purposes. Effective control over and proper use of these funds, the
completion and operation of the planned key
construction projects according to schedule and
attainment of outstanding results in the technical transformation of existing enterprises will
contribute enormously to augmenting our economic strength.

Experience in our economic construction
over the past 30 and more yearc has proved time
.and again that the volume of investment in
24

capital construction nrust suit national strength.
This is a basic condition for stabilizing the national economy as a whole. Since the founding

of our People's Republic, we have suffered
several major setbacks in economic construction, all of which, apart from political reasons,
can be attributed economically to the blind extension of capital construction.
Such overextension not only strains the
supply of building materials and lengthens the
construction cycle but is bound to affect production anil maintenance and the peopie's wellbeing, making it difficult f or enterprises to
carry on normal production or for necessary
improvements to be made in the people's life.
When things came to a head, the economy had
to be readjusted and many capital construction
projects had to be discontinued, causing overstocking and even total waste of large amounts
of equipment, a decline in production or even its
suspension in many plants serving capitatr construction, and holding up the work of construction workers. Such drastic curtailment in the
wake of excessive extension brought the most
serious waste and harm to our economic construction in the past. Once things started to go
well after readjustment, people tended to repeat
the mistake, again rushing without forethought
into a lot of capital constr-uction. This is, indeed.
a painful lesson for us, and u,e cannot afford
to make this mistake again.
Proper arrangements have been made under

the Sixth Five-Year PIan with regard to the
volume of investrnent in fixed assets. However,
signs of sharp increases in such investment have
now reappeared. Many localities and units have
embarked on quite a few construction projects

not included in the plan. We must pay serious
attention to this problem and deal with it with
a firm hand.
While strictly controlling-the total volume
of investment in fixed assets, we must see that
funds are used properly in the right order of
priorities. That is to say, we must first of atll
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in key energy and transport
projects and in technical transformation of
existing enterprises. These areas are the essential basis for vigorous developrnent of our national economy. In order to ensure them adequate funding, we must slash. with the utmost
determination, ill-considered projects launched
to increase the capacity of ordinary processing
cnsure investment

industries.

Concentration on key projects centred on
those for energy and transport so as to improve
and reinforce these two weakest links in our
national economy
this is a major measure for
us to gain the initiative
in developing the national economy and, therefore, a matter of vitai

significance for economic construction as

a

whole.

There is a shortage of funds for key projin the state plan at present, whereas funds in the hands of the localities and enterprises have increased by a big margin and
construction projects outside the plan have inects included

creased considerably. We must take measures

be called to account and punished accordingly
for having violated discipline in financial and
economic work.

(2) All large and medium-sized capital
construction projects are subject to examination
and approval by the State Planning Commission; small capital construction projects are sub-

ject to examination and approval by the provincial, municipal and autonomous region
planning commissions and relevant departments
of the State Council. No unit or individual has
the power to decide on capital construction pro-

jects without going through overall balancing
by the State Planning Commission or its provincial, municipal and autonomous region counterparts. Except for those which the enterprises
are entitled to undertake according to state reSulations, all projects for technical transformation are subject to joint examina'uion and approval by the appropriate planning commissions
and economic commissions at different levels-

(3) AII construction projects must be unin strict compliance with the proce-

dertaken

to muster an approprlate amount of funds for
the key projects. The State Council has made
the decision that, except for a few specified
items, all localities. departments and units are
to turn over a certain proportion of their receipts not covered in the state budget to the
state and all large economic collectives in cities
and towns a certain proportion of their profits
after taxation as a contribution to funds for
the key energy and transport projects. At the
same time, we should adopt correct policies and

measures and give proper guidance so as to
make funds in the hands of the localities. enterprises, the people's communes and their production brigades and teams available for construc-

tion projects that the cotrntry badly needs.

In order to

exercise

strict control over the

volume of investment, ensure the prop,er use of
construction funds and get greater returns on
investment, the State Council has laid down the

following regulations:

(1) AI] investments in fixed assets, including those covered by the state budget, self-colIected funds or bank loans, are subject to overall balancing by the State Planning Commission or its provincial, municipal and autonomous
region counterpalts before their final incorpolation into the state plan. No Iocality or department shall make investments in fixed assets
outside the plan without prior approval by the
appropriate higher authorities. If it does, it will
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Assembling No. I blast furnace, the largest in China.
in the Baoshan Iron and Steel Complex in Shanghai.
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dures for capital construction. No project shall
be included in the annual c'onstruction plan, still
less shall it be started hastily, without prior

feasibility studies and technical and economic
appraisal, or without such preparatory work as
adeq-uate prospecting and designing. Whoever
violates this regulation must be called to account.

(4) As regards all construction projects
already decided on, the followirrg must be done:
to fix the scale of construction, total amount of
investment, time schedule, returns on investment and conditions for ceoperation with other
rrnits. At the same time, the system of responsibility must be strictly applied.

(5) Investments in capital construction are
to be placed under the centtalizd control of the
Bank of Construction of China, which is to supervise their use according to plan. The bank
must carry out its duties faithfully and malfeasance must be looked into and dealt with according to law.
Second, firmly readjust present enterprises,
consolidate them in an all-round way and strive
to raise the efficiency of operation and management.

The present irrational structure of enterprises and their backward operation and management constitute major obstacles to improving
economic results. This is a long-standing prob-

lem and a hard nut to crack. During

the
decade betu,een 1971 and 1980, our 'industrial
enterprises (not including those run by the

production brigades and teams in the rural
areas) increased from over 195,000 to more than
377,000, almost double the 1970 figure. This
played a certain role in China's economic
growth, but there was a good deal of blind expansion due to the prolonged "Left" mistakes
in the guidelines for our economic work, plus a
lack of necessary knowledge on the part cf
quite a few cadres. Many enterprises operated
under capacity or were unabie to gg into operation at aII due to inadequate supplies of raw and
semi-finished materials and energy. Because of
backward technology and technique, some enterprises were heavy consumers of materials and
turned out poor-quality products that nobody
wanted, In the absence of the most elementary

system of economic accounting, some enterprises ran at a loss for years. The management of sorne others was chaotic, lacking the
most indispensable rules and regulations, and
the waste appalling.
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With readjustment and consolidation in the
past ferv yearB, things have begun to improve;
but the problems involved have not yet been

fundamentally golved. To this day, quite a
number of enterprises have still not matched
their best past technical and ecgnomic norms;
nearly 30 per cent of the state-owned industrial
enterprises practising independent business accounting incur losses, the total sum of which
may well exceed 4 billion yuan this year. The
irrational structure of enterprises and their
backward operation and management have
made it impossible for many advanced enterprises to operate at full capacity because the
energy and raw and semi-finished materials
they need are used by the backward enterprises,
which consume ihese valuable supplies and
turn out substandard products. This has exacerbated the shortage of energy and raw and semifinished materials throughout the country and
increased the state's financial burden, gravely
affecting the growth of state revenue. Unless this situation is changed, the large
number of backward enterprises will continue to find it all right to rely for their
survival on the fruit of the labour of advanced
enterprises. Instead of encouraging advanced
enterprises and transforming the backward
ones, this will encourage many unhealthy tendencies to grow and spread because of the
scramble for energy, raw and semi-finished material.:s, transport facilities and markets, and the
normal functioning of the socialist economy and
good standards of social conduct will be undermined. Therefore, we must be very firm in
readjusting and consolidating our enterprises
without wavering or further delay.
The State Council has decided that from
now on relevant departments shall promptly
form according to the products competent leading groups with their local counterparts to draw
up programmes for different trades and plans
for readjusting enterprises. The following three
categories of enterprises must be the first to
close down, suspend operations, amalgamate
with others or switch to the manufacture of
other pro'ducts: (1) those that are heavy consumers of material, turn out poor-quality products and have been running at a loss over the
years due to inefficient operation; (2) those with
production in excess of demand and those with
large overstocks of goods; and (3) backward enterprises that contend with the advanced ones
for energy, raw and semi-fjnished materials,
transport facilities and markets, and especially
those set up without justification that hamper
produetion in the advanced enterprises.
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The regions and departments concerned
must draw up two-year plans for closing, suspending and amalgamating such enterprises and
for switching their production, They must provide lists of the enterprises to be closed or suspended, and propose measures to carry out the
plans. All enterprises that have incurred heavy
losses because of poor operation and management must begin to earn profits rvithin a given
tirne iimit. Those that fail to do so must suspend operation pending consolidation. No
doubt there will be cons.iderable resistance to
overcome and unavoidable problems will have
to be solved properly, but this work must be
done we]l.

The workers and staff in state-owned enterprises that are closed or suspend operations

must accept state assigr-rment to other jobs.
Those for rvhom no new jobs are available for
the time being should be organized to study or
do some work useful to society, and they must
strictly observe discipline in all cases. People
should be appointed especially to protect the
property and materials of the enterprises that
close down or suspend production. Such disruptive activities as mass seizure of public property and its division in private are absolutely
forbidden. People rvho engage in such activities
wiil be severely punished according to law, and
the administrative leaders of the factories and
local departments concerned will be called to
account.

The socialist system is an advanced social
system under which the productive forces can
be rapidly developed and labour productivity
increased. Therefore, our socialist state encourages the advanced and must in no -way protect
the backward. The manv tax, price and credit
systems and regulations that serve to discourage
advanced enterprises',r,hile protecting backward
ones must be revised step by step.
Present enterpr isos must be consolidated
more quickly and effectively. This work must
be completed in all of them within the next
three years. Thret things are essential in this
connection: one is to estabrrch competent leading
bodies, another is to w'ork out and improve the
rules and regulations for management and the
system of responsibility, and the third is to draw
up plans for technical transformation with the
stress on reducing the consumption of energy
and raw and semi-finished materials and to set
appropriate objectives for the deveiopment of
products. Consolidated enterprises must be inspected one by one and approved by joint work
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teams from the relevant departments at a
higher level in accordance with the standards
set by the central government, and substandard
enterprises must be consolidated again.
In doing consolidation, we must, first of all,
pay attention to major enterprises so that they
may take the lead in raising operational, managerial and technical efficiency and improving

economic results. The leading responsible
members of the central departments and provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions
must direct the work themselves and help one
by one the all-round consolidation of a few
major enterprises that have great potential in
production and are vital to the national economv
as a whole.

In coniunction with enterprise readjustment and consolidatioD, w€ should tighten financial, price, tax and credit control and
strengthen financial and economic discipline.
AII undertakings financed by state funds and
appropriations must fulfil the economic requirements as set in the plans and designs and must
not incur loss or waste. Credit control must be
centralized, and no bank at any level may issue
loa.ns unless provided for in state plans or by
state policies.
The Constitution provides for an auditing
system under which the auditing bodies have
the authority to sup€rvise through auditing the
revenues and expenditures of departments under the State Council, local governments at
different levels, state financial and monetary
departments and enterprises and institutions l
no other admlnistrative organ, public organization or individual may interfere with this u,ork.
Leading cadres at all levels, in particular, should
play an exemplary role in observing and
upholding state financial and economic discipline. Whoever violates such discipline must be
called to account, and those involved in serious
cases must be punished according to law. Law
officers who break the law must be punished
more severely than others. Comrades who
adhere to principle and dare to fight against
breaches of financial and economic discipline
should be firmly supported and encouraged.
Whoever retaliates against them must be dealt
with severely according to law.

Third, promote technological progress and
give full play to the role of science and technology in economic development.

It is a fundamental matter of prin'ciple that
vigorous economic development must rely on
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scientific' and technological achievements and
that science and technology must serve economic development. Generally speaking, the
technological level of production in presentday
China lags far behind advanced world levels.
We must rely on advanced technology in prc>
duction to a large extent for all-rourld fulfilment of the Sixth Five-Year Plan. Looking
still f urther ahead towards the magnificent
objective of quadrupling the gross annual output value of China's industry and agriculture by
the end of this century and then scaling even
greater heights, we need all the more to give
fuit play to the enormous role of science and
technology.

This quadrupling is not just a quantitative
it will be impossible to reach the
target if we mark time at our present low technological level. All branches of our national
economy must gradually apply the advanced
technologies that have been in common use in
the economically developed countries since the
1970s or the early 1980s and which are applicabie in China.
concept, and

Comrade Sun Yefang, the noted economist,
who remains very much concerned about the

socialist construction despite serious illness. recently wrote a very good article on the need trr

rely mainly on technicai transf ormation

f

or

quadrupling the gross annual value of industrial
and agricultural output. In this article. which
was published in Rennrin Riboo (People's Daily)
on November 19, 1982. he pointed out that "a
big base figure leading to a low growth rate"
is not a law governing the development of production but n'rainly the outcome of neglecting the tech-

views are correct. In the future, as far as
the financial resources of the state permit, we
should steadily raise the depreciation rate. The
State Council has instructed the State Planning
Commission, the State Economic Commission
and the Ministry of Finance to study this question iointly and then work out a concrete.plan
so that the enterprises will have increasing financial resources for renewal of equipment and
te hnical transformation.
The most . important thing in stimulating
technological improvement is to organize the
scientific and technical personnel to dfaw up
plans and tackle key problems. In conjunction
with the departments concernd and with the'
co-operation of specialists in all branches of
science and technology, the State Science and
Technology Commission, the State Planning
Commission and the State Economic Commission should set to ',r,ork right now to draw up
plans for the development of various trades, for
the development of regions with large and medium-sized cities as their cores and for the technical transformation of key enterprises, and a
programme for China's scientific and technological advance. In the process, they should work
out realistic policies on technology, specify the
technological levels that should and can be
reached towards the end of this century, and
decide on concrete measures to replace outdated
techniques step by step. For example, we
should make full use of China's fairly abundant
mineral resources to produce alloy steel, lowalloy steel in particular, aird increase their proportion of total steel output as a major policy
for the technological development of our
metallurgical industly.

nical transformation of the
existing enterprises. Production will delinitely grtiw at
a faster rate, he said, if we
no longer "freeze technologies" and "reproduce 'an-

tiques'" but

systematically

undertake technical transformation of the existing enterprises in their hundreds of
thousands with emphasis on

the key ones. He suggested
that the rate of depreciation
for fixed assets should be
raised gradually to shorten
the depreciation period. The
State Council holds that his
28

llleng Shaoliang (third from lcft), a department member of the Academia
Sinica and ehief engineer of the No. 2 Automobile Plant, with workers.
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We should pay close attention to the development of the electronics industry which has
a particularly important role to play in China's
modernization, and should gradually apply
electronic technology to different branches of
our national economy. Large and medium-sized
ciiies in the coastal and inland areas with higher
technological level should help the minority
nationality areas and the outlying border areas
raise the technological level of their production.

In line with the

needs of expanding proin
the
country
as a whole, we should coduction
ordinate research on various scientific and
technological subjects centring on those projects
that may yield important economic results, and
take forceful measures to mobilize the specialized skills of scientific and technical personnel
in aII fields to tackle key problems on the basis
of a division of labour and ccoperation. In
particular, we should organize the specialists
concerned to take part in the technological and
economic appraisal of major construction projects as well as to survey and design them; we
should pay attention to their views to ensure
better preparation for launching such projects.

Importing advanced technology is a major
way to promote China's technological progress.
Although we have made certain progress in this
respect during the past few years, much remains
to be done. Following investigation and study
and according to unified planning, we should
simplify procedures and take prompt action to
import urgently needed technology that wiII not
be available at home in a short time. Moieover,
we should organize scientists, technicians and
workers to assimilate and popularize imported
technology. The state will provide the foreign
exchange and the funds for the manufacture of
the supporting facilities at home. The State
Economic Commission has, in co-operation with
other departments concerned, drawn up a plan
for importing 3,000 items of advanced technology in the next three years to strengthen the
technical transformation of the existing enterprises, particularly small and medium-sized
ones. Measures should be taken to execute this
plan item by item according to schedule. First
of all, domestic resources should be fully mobilized to solve problems which can be solved by
relying on our own scientific, technological and
productive capabilities, and it is impermissible
to seek abroad whatever is available within the
country.
We should use administrative and econornic
means to stimulate the enthusiasm of our enDecember 20,
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terprises for improving their technical performance. Centres for technological development
should be established for different trades and
enterprises, and combination in various forms
of scientific research, designing and production
should be promoted. The production and construction plans of the state and the localities, departments, trades and professions should specify
both the making of new products and the eliminating of outmoded ones. Future appraisal of
enterprise performance should have as a major
criterion the introduction of new products and
techniques for increased production at lower
costs. Since the technical norms for many products have become outdated, the State Economic
Commission should organize the departments
concerned to revise them, beginning from 1983.
We should institute a system of state licences
for the manufacture of major products, banning
the making of substandard items.

We should firmly carry out the policy of
fixing prices according to the quality of products, enact and enforce a patent law, practise
the system of reward for new products and
technical innovations and abolish those rules
and regulations that hinder technological pre
gress. We shouid mobilize the masses to learn
from pacesetters and to make rationalization
proposals, and encourage enterprises and their
worker's and staff to take vigorous steps to promote technological progress and improve operation and .management.

Scientists, intellectuals in other fields and
other sections of bur people have been honouring the memory of Comrade Jidng Zhuying, a
middle-aged scientist in the Changchun Institute
of Precision Optical Machinery; and Comrade

Luo Jianfu, a middle-aged engineer in the Li-

shan Microelectronics Company in Shaanxi, and
pledged to learn from them. Both of them were

exemplary Communiit Party members who
made scientific and technological inventions and
innovations of advanced domestic or world ]evel
which our country needed urgently. Through-

out their

careers, they worked painstakingly
amid all kinds of difficulties, oft'en forgoing food
and sleep, and devoted all their energy and
wisdom to China's scientific and technological
development. They did not stop working even
when they became seriously ill. They were the
first to bear hardship, and the last to enjoy comfort. They placed the interests of the Party and
state above everything else and gave no thought
to personal fame or gain. Their deeds provide

vivid examples .for education in

communist
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ideology. We hope that all members of the
Communist Party and the Communist Youth
League, all patriotic young people and the rest
of the working people in scientific, technological and other professional fields and in all other
irades will follow their examples.
We hope that ail units where intellectuals
work will take a correct attitude towards them,
conscientiously implement the relevant policies,
put full trust in them and show concern for
them so that they can realize their aspirations
for contributing their all to the building of the
socialist motrr'erland. All intellectuals, except
for those with organizational ability who are
suitable for posts of administrative leadership,
should be able to devote themselves to theit'
own specialities, This is the way, we believe, to
ensure that our science and technology wili
develop by leaps and bounds.
Fourth, energetically and steadily speed up
the restructuring of economic systems.
Restructuring economic systems is a major
guarantee for improving economic results comprehensively and achieving socialist modernization. Socialist transformation of private industry
and commerce in the 1950s ended the exploitation of workers by the capitalists. The current

restructuring aims at breaking the convention
of "everybody eating from the same big pot"
and "giving everybody an iron rice bolVl" and
truly applying the principle of more pay for
more work, less pay for less work and no pay
for no work. It is no less significant than the
socialist transformation of private industry and
commefce.

The initial reforms carried out in the past
three years have yielded positive results and
enriched our useful experience. As the natibnal economy is being readjusted, the ratio
of its major branches is becoming more balanced, and this provides favourable conditions for continuing to reform the economic
systems. Comprehensive reform should be
preceded by careful study and, wherever
possible, by experiments so as to enrich our
experience. Nevertheless, those reforms which
have become possible and imperative under
present conditions should be started without hesitation. Comprehensive reform is to
take place gradually during the Seventh FiveYear PIan period. In the next three years, while
sparing no effort in drawing up an overall plan
to reform our economic systems and working
out concrete measures for its implementation,
30

we should go a step further and actively test
specific reforms.
Experience over the years tells us that the
steady and co-ordinated grorvth of the national
economy requires the correct application of the

of ensuring the leading role of the
planned economy supplemented by market reg-

principle

ulation and of exercising strict control over
major economic matters through planning
while adopting a flexible policy towards lesser
ones, which are to be controlled mainly through
industrial and commercial administration and

economic levers. The state must devote its msin

efforts to overall balancing of the national

economy, and do a better job of centralizing the
administration of major economic activities that

affect the proportions among the key branches
of the economy. In particular, it must strictly
control, according to the staie plan, the volume
and priorities of investment in fixed assets, the
key capital construction projects and .the. increase in funds for consumption. Depending on
the circumstances, diverse forms may be adopted

for the operation and

management

prises, the purchase and sale

of

enter-

of commodities, the

opening of more channels of commodity circulation, employment and the services trades.

In terms of concrete steps. we should fir-st
of all keep tabs on the key enterprises and the
manufacture and distribution of major industrial and agricultural products covered by
mandatory plahning, and adopt flexible
measures with regard to small enterprises and
minor commodities covered by market regulation. As for enterprises and products in the intermediate category, namely, thtrse covered
by guidance planning, we have to decide on the
specific control irneasures step by slep in conjunction with the reform of the price, tax and
credit systems and after accumulating experience through more testing at selected points. because the situation is rather complicated and,

furthermore, the role of the various economic
levers has not yet been brrought into

full

play.

Both in mandatory planning and in guidance planning, we must make conscious use of
the law of value. In order to help enterprises
overcome the defects of ignoring social needs and
technological progress and to impel them to improve economic results, we must give full scope

to the regulatory role of various economic

levers, particularly pricing, in the light of the
specific conditions of different enterprises and
products.
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For long-standing historical reasons, price
parities between various commodities are for
the most part irrational at present. This often
tempts enterprises to develop in unrvanted directions, seriously impedes the smooth progress
of economic reforms, 'adversely affects normal
state revenue and expenditure and, in the final
analysis, hinders the general improvement of
the peopie's living standards. Reform of the
current price systein is imperative. However,
since this is a major issue affecting the overall
situation, it must be handled with discretion according to well thought-out pians. and we cannot
afford the least rashness in this matter. The
State Council holds the view that conditions will
not yet be ripe for iomprehensive reform of the
price system in the last three years of the Sixth
Five-Year Plan period. But readjustment

upward or

downward

in the

-

exceedingiy

unreasonable prices of a -small number of prod-

ucts can be made on condition that basic
stability in the general level of market prices is
maintained.

As for the vastly different rates of profit
between various enterprises, the problem shouid

first be solved gradually through some such
means as settlement accorciing to an internal
price scale. The excessively low prices of fuels
for industrial use and of some raw and semifinished materials should be gradually readjusted when practicable, since they hurt production,
discourage thrift and can only lead to blind
growth of the processing industiy. No enterprise is permitted to use this to raise the price
of its products without authorization, thereby
shifting its burden onto the consumers. As for
the pricing of minor commodities of the third
category, the current method may be changed.
by stages and in groups, to that of consultation
between industrial and commercial units within
the limits specified by the siate, or to that of
decision by the enterprises themselves. This
means that the prices of such commodities may
be allowed to tluctuate in line with market conditions. Judging by the results of experiments
at some selected localities, this approach is
beneficial to both producers and consumers. We
must resolutely fix commodity prices according
to quality and set reasonable price parities
between the wholesale and retail trades and ac=
cording to season and regioh as a measure to
raise the quality of commodities and to promote
and regulate their circulation.

In the next three years, on condition that
there is no substantial price readjustment, we
should reform the tax system and hasten the
December 20, 1982 ,l

substitution of taxes on enterprises for profits
delivered to the state. This will gi.ve greater
scope to the regulatory role of taxation in eco_
nomic activities and improve the relations between the state and enterprises. The old method of management of unified state allocations
for state-owned enter.prises and unified collection of receipts from them, a method of ,,everybody eating from the same big pot,,, shackles
the growth of the productive forces. Experiments in substituting taxes for deLivery of profits have been conducted in ovei 400 industrial
enterprises in the last three years. On the
whole, the results are fairly satisfactory. In alt
'the experimental enterprises, the growth in income from sales of products has been markedly
higher than that in gross output value and, in
particular, the growth of both profits earned
by the enterprises and taxes turned over to the
state is much higher than that of gross output
value and income from sales. This means a
sharp rise in economic results. Moreover, both
the state and the enterprises benefit, with the
state receiving a greater part of the increased
profit in the form of taxes and payment for the
use of state funds, and the enterprises earning
more income than previous).y. Therefore, this
substitution should be affirmed as a positive
measure.

Such reform should, however, be carried
out step by step on the merits of each case.
There should be two steps for big and mediumsized state enterprises. The fi.rst step, to be
started in the period of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan, provides for both taxation and profit
sharing. that is to say, a certain proportion of
an enterprise's profit is paid. to the state as lncome tax and local tax, while the remainder is
divided appropriately and in different forms
between the state and the enterprise. The sec-

for the collection, when the
price system has in the main become appropriate, of a progressive income tax in accordance \&'ith the amount of profit.
ond step provides

We plan to adopt, by stages and groups in
the next three years, such diversified forms of
operation for small state-owned enterprises as
tontracting or leasing them to collectives or to
workers and staff members as indivlduals. with
the state collecting taxes and the enterprise paying for the use of state funds and assuming sole
responsibility for its own profit or loss. Meanwhil.e, to meet the needs of economic development, the rates of industrial and commercial
taxes on some products will be duly readiusted
JT

and some new taxes introduced wherever necessary. This will give fuller play to the role of
taxation in accumulating funds and regulating
production, circulation and distribution. These
reforms in the system of taxation and profit
delivery will profoundly change enterprise op
eration and management, facilitate adoption by
enterprises of the system of economic responsibility and enlarge their decision-making power.
They will help to link the interests of an enterprise better with its performance and growth.
Some

of the irrationalities ih our

current

economic life, such as creating barriers between

town and country, between higher and lower
levels and between different departments or
regions, excessive manuf acturing of identical
products, blocking the channels of circulation,
misuse of transport f acilities, duplication of
leadership, and departments and regions hamstringing one another, are related to the present

administrative system and structure. Unless
this state of affairs is changed, it will be virtually impossible to do anything that need.s to
be done or to reduce waste throughout society.
To solve this problem, we must give scope to
the role of all trades and that of the cities, particularly that of big and medium-sized cities, in
organizing economic activities. Guided by this
principle, we should gradually and in an appropriate way readjust the system of administering enterprises in the course of their reorganization and amalgamation. National corporations and the small number of large key enterprises should be put under the direct administration of the relevant leading departments of
their trades at the central level, while the
vast number of other enterprises should
gradually come under the administration of city
authorities.

Production and circulation should also be
unified, centring on the more economically developed cities so as to carry along the surrounding rural areas and gradually form city-based
economic regions of different sizes and types.
This is an objective of the reform that should
be gradually carried out under guidance alter
preparations are made and experience is accumulated in pilot projects.
The Jiangsu provincial government recentdecided to embark on some experiments in
the forthcoming administrative reform so as to
adapt the administrative system and structure
to meet the requirements for restructuring the
economic systems. The main ideas are as follows: departments and bureaus at the provin-

ly
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cial leve1 will, as a rule, not be directly responsible for province-owned enterprises, which are
to be put under the administration of the cities
where they are located: in more economically
developed prefe0tures, the administrative departments at the prefectural and city levels will
be merged, with the city exercising jurisdiction
over the surounding counties: in economically
underdeveloped prefectures, the commissioner's
offices will, as the representative agency of the
provincial government, supervise and check up
on the work of their subordinate counties, with
the enterprises originally under the administration of the commissioner's offices now put
under the authority of the city or county where
they are located.

A new f eature of our present economic
situation is that far greater supplies of farm
and sideline products and manufactured consumer goods are now available on the market. In
contrast, the system of commodity circulation
has grown increasingly out of keeping with the
objective demands. It has been handed down almost unchanged from the 1950s. In those years,
it served to restrict and transform private industry and commerce and control commodities
in short supply. But objective conditions have
changed tremendously in the past two decades
and more, and it is now essential to make its
reform an important item on the agenda.
State commerce should without doubt play

a leading role in

commodity circulation. At

the same time, we shouid give scope to the positive role of collective commerce and individual

traders and pedlars and to the part productive
in selling their own products. We must resolutely break regional'blockades, unclog the channels of circulation beenterprises can play

tween town and country, and explore more
avenues for commodity circulation and reduce
the intermediate links so as to form a really unified socialist market and facilitate commodity
interflow. The State Council. has, therefore, instructed the Committee for Restructuring the
Economic Systems to organize the departments
concerned and theoretical and practical workers

who specialize in commodity circulation to
study this question, make an appraisal and draw
up at the earliest possible date a short-term
plan for reforming the system of commodity
circulation. together with necessary and effective measures for its implementation,,

There is much to be done in the many-sided
reform of the economic systerns. Apart from
w<lrking out a plan for comprehensive reform,
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we should in the coming three years focus our
work on the following:. (1) to gradually repl,ace
profit delivery with taxation for state enterprises as a measure to improve the relations between the state and enterprise; (2) to bring into
play the role of key cities in resolving the contradictions between departments and regions at

diJferent levels; and (3) to reform the system
of commodity circulation so as to promote the
production and exchange of commodities. Ttre
accomplishment of these three tasks will set in
motion the reform of our economic systems as a
whole.

Finally, I would like to discuss in partibular
the question of agriculture and work in the
rural areas.
The situation in the countryside has been
very good in recent years thanks mainly to ap-.
plication of a series of correct policies and to the
introduction of diverse forms of the responsibility system for production, which have unleashed the peasants' enthusiasm. The all-round contract system created in practice by the masses
was initiated in outlying poverty-stricken areas
and soon spread to well-off areas that are more
developed economically. This has now become
the principal form of the responsibility system
in most rural areas, adopted not only by economically backward brigades and teams that engage in one-crop farming, but also popularized
in turn among economically advanced brigades
and teams that have a highly specialized division of labour.

In the course of this pfocess, the all-round
contract method has been enriched and refined

into a form of production responsibility contracted by a household or group under unified
or separate management. or a combination of
both, where payment is reckoned according to
output, and the households or groups contribute
a fixed share to the collective and state. Diverse

in orm, this contract system is invariably
f

characterized by direct benefits, clearly defined
responsibilities and simple procedures. It gives
the peasants decision-making pou,er in production and management and helps overcome egal-

itarianism in distribution. With great flexibility, adaptability and vitality, the system has
yielded satisfactory results.
Many places report that, with the introduc-

tion of this responsibility system, production
has gone up, the relationship between cadres
and peasants has markedly improved and bureaucratism, arbitrary orders, corruption, waste
and other obnoxious practices have declined
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sharply. This system has now spread from

a

few areas to most parts of the country, from the
countryside to towns and cities and from agriculture to other spheres. It is by no rneans accidental that this system is gaining ground
across China, much to the acclaim of the people. It has proved to be an effective forrn for
bringing out the superiority of the socialist
economic system in the rural areas at the present stage.
The task for us now is to stabilize and improve the responsibility system for agricultural
production. The responsibility system can be
allowed to take various forms which may be
improved in the course of practice. We must
never try to prevent the masses from adopting
the system of contracted responsibilities on the
household basis with remuneration linked to
output, or any other forms that they like. Instead, we should encourage them and help solve
problems that crop up. We must proceed from
the actual situation and study how to solve the
problems in unified or separate management
and the forms of contracted work in conformity
with the local economic level and other characteristics.

As the output-related system of contracted
responsibilities has spread, as a large number of
specialized households and households doing
specialized jobs besides crop cultivation have
come to the fore and as there has been a
steady growth of rural commodity production,
economic combination has become a necessity
and reflects popular will. This is not a combination of the old type. Serving the expansion
of commodity production, it helps improve the
rvork before and after production and facilitates
ceoperation in such specialized and socialized
services as the dissemination of techniques.
supply and marketing, processing, storage,

transport. plant protection and supply of
information. Through diverse forms and different levels of combination, the contract
system and other means! the economic activities
of the peasant households or groups are linked
with the big state-owned socialist industries,
transport services, commerce, farms and scien-

tific research institutes, leading to close economic ties with them.

It should be realized that with the predomof the socialist state economy, such economic ties and co-operation help to strengthen
planned guidance over the peasants' main economic activities and bring them more effectively within the orbit of state planning and make
inance

3.3

These new dwellings in

Shunde County house
of the nearly one

some

million peasant families
in Guangdong who
moved into nerv honces
in 1981.

them an organic part of the socialist economy.
Frorh a long-term point of view, the development of economic combination before and after
the production process on the basis of a division
of labour and of the system of contracting specialized jobs will greatly stimulate com'modity
production in the rural areas and the prosperity
of the rural economy as a whole, thus opening
up a correct and distinctively Chinese road and
bright prospects for the growth of socialist
agriculture.
Some embryonic forms of combinations
have already appeared. including the combination of specialized productive undertakings. the combination of production, supply
and marketing and the combination of technical
services. We should guide these properly according to circumstances, help various forms of
combination to improve in the courEe of practice and sum up experience from time to time.
instead of rhshly approving this form and rejecting that. In short, on the question of combination we should be realistic. adhere to the
principle of voluntary participation and mutual
benefit, respect the initiative of the masses. and
move ahead only when conditions are ripe. thus
ensuring steady progress.

our part that all land suitable for growing
grain crops must be used for that purpose and
not others. Certain specific policies should be
adopted to ensure that peasants in the main
grain-prducing areas derive benefit from their
productive activities.

"Spare no effort in promoting grairi production and actively develop diversified undertakings" is our comprehensive poliry for agri-

In developing agrieultural production. we
must attach great importance to the role of

cultural production, and the slightest neglect
of either aspect will result in one-sidedness.
Ours being a country with a vast population
but limited arable land, feeding the people has
always been a matter of prime importance, and
we must pay the closest attention to grain production. It must be laid down as a long-term
policy admitting of no wavering whatsoever on
34

On the other hand. precisely because we
have a huge population and a scarcity of arable
Iand, we must not concentrate all our labour
power on the limited acreage under cultivation

but must turn our eyes to the vast expanse of
our country's territory and make full use of
our rich agricultural resources in the hilly and
mountainous areas, the grasslands and the
waters. On the premise of ensuring the steady
growth of grain production and preventing the
deterioration of the ecological environment, we
should boldiy develop diversified economy.
This will absorb more labour power, particularly woman and subsidiary labour power, put
funds in the rural areas to better use and rationaliy exploit our natural resources. and it will
also provide more favourable conditions for protecting and promoting grain production In
this way, our human, land and material resources can be turned to best account.

science and technology and, as soon as possible.
set up a scientific and technologlcal research
and dissemination network in the service of

agriculture. The peasants should be encouraged to provide themselves with various scientific and cultural facilities within their means so
as to raise the level of their scientific and
general knowledge. At the same time, we must
Beijing Reuieut, No. 5l

try to improve the conditions for agricultural
production and call on the peasants to rely on
themselves and, through the accumulation of
funds and the inv€stment of labour, to carry
out agricultural capital construction projects as
local conditions permit. State investment in
agriculture should be used mainly for projects
that the peasants cannot afford, such as largescale water conservancy works, development of
major forest areas, main roads and telecommunications facilities.
At present, two bad practices prevail in the
countryside: one is seizing farmland to put up
houses. and the other is indiscriminate felling
of forests, both entailing grave consequ€nces.
The Central Committee of the Party and the
State Council have already taken some measures and will take more wherever necessary to

check such practi.ces without hesitation. We
must educate the cadres and the peasants to
keep in rnind the interests of the whole country
and the well-being of future generations and not
just pursue iocal and immediate interests at the
expense of national and long-term interests.
Overall fulfilment of the Sixth Five-Year
PIan requires that we firmly implement the
principle of building both the socialist material
and spiritual civilization and continue to step
up socialist political development and improve
ideological and political work. Under the
guidance of the new Constitution to be adopted
by this session. we should continue to improve
socialist democracSr and strengthen the socialist
Iegal system the better to protect the rights of
the people of ali our nationalities as masters of
the country. The struggle against serious
criminal activities in the economic and other
spheres must be continued and public order improvpd.

In the next three years, we should mobilize
the whole of
society and give full scope to the role of the
a1I government departments and

public security. procuratorial and judicial organs
in reducing the crime rate substantially, dealing
resolute blows at the counter-revolutionary activities of the hostile elements who attempt to
undermine the socialist system. and eliminating
threats to the safety of women and children and
other vile practices that debase social morality,
thus winning a decisive victory in making a
fundamental turn for the better in the standards
of social conduct. The aim is to create good
December 20.
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public order and order in production and other
work for successful implementation of the Sixth
Five-Year Plan.

We must continue to strengthen national
defence, raise the level of scientific and techno-

logical research in this field, the standard of
the equipment of the Chinese People's Liberation Army and its military capability and political consciousness, step up militia work and increase our defence "capabilities so as to safeguard our socialist modernization.
We should persevere in restructuring
government departments during the next three
years. Restructuring of departments under the
State Council as regards the leading bodies and
the organizational setup has in the main been
completed. But there is still a long way to go
and our task remairu arduous.

At present, low efficiency and the bureaucratic style of work remain rather serious. We
must solve these problems, or we shall find it
difficult to arouse the initiative of the cadres
and masses and may very well face the danger
of losing what we have dchieved in the reform.
A11 departments under the State Council must
establish strict systems of responsibility so that
every functionary has clearly defined responsibilities and every kind of work has someone to
be held accountable for it. We must eradicate
the undesirable work style of shifting responsibility on to others and putting things off indefinitely. We must go deep among the masses,
acquire a better understanding of objective reality. investigate and study matters more systematically, and stamp out the bad habit of
deciding important matters subjectively without investigation or study.
Restructuring of government institutions
at the provincial, municipal and autonomous region as well as the prefectural and city levels
is to start this winter and is expected to be completed in the first half of next year. Restructuring at the county and grass-roots levels is
to be completed between the winter of 1983
and the spring of 1984. Thus. the restructuring
of government institutions will be completed
throughout the country in the spring of 1984.
This will give us greater initiative in doing our
work
'j
(A slightly abridged translation.
BoldJace are ours.
Ed..)
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Tibet: An lnside View (V)
-Religious freedom returns
by Our Correspondent Jing Wei
?his is the last of our correspondent's

Jitse

articles on his tsisit to Tibet. The yreoious four
appeared in "Beijing ReDietD," issues 47 through
50.

-

Ed.

rf\HE guarantee of religious freedom is one of

I

China's fundamental policies. During the 10
years of the "cultural revolution" (1966-76), how-

ever, normal religious activities were proscribed and many temples and monasteries were
closed or destroyed. The scars of this nationwide disaster were especially evident in Tibet.
Today, six years after the fall of the gang
of four, I saw that the Party's policy of religious
freedom has returned to Tibet. Temples that
were closed have reopened. The people may
again freely obeerve normal religious practices.

Offering lncense
One evening shortly before dusk,

I

walked

over to the gate of the Zuglakang (Jokhan)
Monastery and asked a neatly dressed young
Tibetan what his reaction was to the scene of
people offering incense to the Buddha in front
of the monastery. The young man replied seriously, "T'his is freedom of religioui belief !"
Standing around him were dozens of worshippers, men and women, you,ng and old. From
their clothing it was apparent that while some
Golilen Sakyamuni statue of the Zuglakang Monastery.

were residents of Lhasa, most seemed to have
come here to worship from distant places.

On the street surrounding the monastery,
pedlars were selling incensb. For a dozen or so
cents, a believer could buy several sticks of incense, place them in a nearby incense burner
and light them. Curling wisps of incense filled
the air of the street with their sweet fragrance.
Some of the devout believers, beginning at the
monastery gate, were circling clockrvise around

the temple complex, prostrating themselves
every few steps.
The Zuglakang Monastery, situated within
the city of Lhasa, was built in the ?th century.
Four stories tall, its gilt-crested roof glitters
brightly. Of the many Buddhist images within
the temple, the most precious is the brilliant
gold image of Sakyamuni. I was told that this
statue was brought to Tibet when the Princess
Wen Cheng of the Tang Dynasty (618-907) was
sent here in marriage

The chairman of the government of the
Tibet Autonomous Region, Ngapoi Ngawang
Jigrrie, said that the Red Guards had assaulted
this monastery in the early stages of the "cul-

tural revolution." It was only because the Tibetan Military Command sent troops to protect
the temple that it escaped serious damage. When
the Party's policies protecting minority nationalities and freedom of religious belief were reinstituted following the fall of the gang of four,
the state quickly designated special funds for
repairs. This ancient monastery has now been
basically restored to its original condition.

Ngapoi Ngawang Jigme said that several
Tibetan monasteries and temples have already
been restored and are receiving Buddhist
pilgrims and travellers. The autonomous region government has already decided to repair
53 large monasteries and temples, and beginning next year will first complete repairs on the
main temples of Tibet's four religious sects.

At about the time of the reopening of the
Zuglakang, Zhaibung and Sera Monasteries in
Lhasa, and

in

the Zhaxilhunbu

(Trashilhunpo)

Xigaze, the famous Palkor Monastery in Gyangze, containing the Pagoda of Ten
Monastery
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Thousand Buddhas, was opened

October

to

outsiders in

1979.

This large monastery was built in 1429.
Originally composed of 13 temples, unfortunately only eight survive today, six of which have
not yet been restored. Ttre rnain temple and
the pagoda, however. are very impressive.
Inside the three-storey structure of the main
temple is a great meditating Buddha which was
cast of 14 tons'of brass.in the Ming Dynasty
(1 368-1

644).

The ancient pagoda to the right of the main
temple atiracts the greatest admiration. Thirty-

two metres high, its structure is uni.que. The
lower five of its nine storeys are octagonal. The
upper four are round. Inside are 108 doors Ieading to 77 Buddhist halls, shrines and scripture
rooms containing more than 10,000 Buddhist
images
thus the name, Pagoda of Ten Thousand Buddhas.

After touring the monastery complex, I

spoke to three lamas of the monastery's democratic administrative committee.

Lamas' Testimony
"Who were the persons who lnflicted such
severe damage on this monastery?"

I

asked.

The chairman of the committee, Gedun, repJ.ied, "Shortly after the 'cultural revolution'

began, a work team moved into the monastery, and we of the democratic administrative
committee were pushed aside. One day, a group
of Red Guards shouting 'revolutionary' slogans
rushed in and started knocking over the Buddhist statues and burning the sutras. This was
how the destruction be$an."
"Were those Red Guards Han nationality
outsiders, or were they local Tibetan students?"

The slender Gedun replied, "They were
basically Tibetan Red Guards from this county."

"Didn't the work team try to stop them?"
"At that time, the work team dared not
stop them," Gedun explained. "When the Red
Guards started smashing up the statues the
work team notified the county authorities.
Conaty Party Secretary Zhang (of Han nationality) came over immediately and lectured them
on the Party policies on religious freedom and
on preserving culfi-rral treasures. He asked them
to leave the temple grounds. The Red Guards
refused to obey. While one group of students
surrounded a,nd 'criticized' him for being a reac-
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Palkor Monastery's Pagoda of Ten Thousand Buddhas.

tionary advocate of old ideas, old culture, old
customs and' old habi',s, another group continued to destroy the Buddhist statues."
"But why didn't the county Party secretary
send people to stop them?"
Losang Toinji, a lama in his fifties, responded, "But that wouid have been instigating the
masses to fight the masses! Soon afterwards, the
county Party secretary was dubbed a 'capitalisf
roader' and removed from office."

"Were the temples on either side of the
main temple also destroyed at this time?"
The committee chairman, Gedun, answered,

"That had nothing to do with the Red Guards.
Those were destroyed in 1969. At that time, the
county Party commitee was paralysed, and a
newly arrived head of the revolutionary committee gave those five temples to a neighbouring commune to use as construction lumber.
Within a few days those temples were razd to
the ground."
Dainzeng, a lama in his sixties, intervened
angrily, "The destroyed temples can be rebuilt,
but what hurts rne most is the loss of all the sutras they burned."

"What is the situation now?"
Gedun replied: "Repairs on our monastery
in 1978. Since then the state has given

began

more than 180,000 yuan for restoration. We

have already rehabilitated 28 of the halls, repaired or replaced 210 Buddhist statues, and rebound and restored 554 volumes of various Buddhist sutras. In the past two years, the county
government has also returned a group of precious temple cultural objects that were stored
37
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in the city. But he was not happy with
that idea because he wanted his own
business. The government, therefore,
had give'n him a business licence. He
exiitedly told me: "Friends coming
back.to Tibet to see relatives in the past
few months have all said that I'm very
fortunate when ttrey see the way I live
here."

.i
P,.

Three generations of the family of Jija Zhaxi Doje

in the County HalI for safekeeping. This year,
the c,ounty Party committee has put out a
notice asking all units to make a thorough search
for objects belonging to monasteries and temples.
and return them immediately. However, the
restoration task is still far from completed. We
have heard that the government has drawn up
a three-year repair plan. We hope that the repairs can be finished soon."
"How many lamas does the monastery have
at present?"
Losang replied: "Virtually all the lamas
here left during the 'cultural revolution.' In
the past few years 11 lamas have entered our
monastery, plus 10 more who came just recently,
making a total of 21 lamas at present."

Household Shrines
In a newly built Tibetan-style apartment
building in Lhasa, I interviewed Toinzhu Cering
who returne'd from abroad to resettle in Lhasa
at the beginning of this year. Speaking of his
decision to return to Tibet, he said: "Everyone

Toinzhu lives on the first fioor.
Another fellow Tibetan who returned
home the year before last lives on the
third floor. His name is Gelong Losang
Dainzeng. They said that he originally
had held a minor post under the old
Tibetan local government. Aiter he
fled abroad in 1959, he became head of
a music and dance troupe for the Dalai Lama
a,nd a broadcaster for an .Indian radio station. I
wanted to talk to him, but unfortunately his
door was locked. A neighbour said that he had
Ieft two weeks before on a religious pilgrimage
to Shannan Prefecture.

I visited another Tibetan, Jija Zhaxi Doje.
He too had left in 1959 and had come back to
resettle in 1980. His wife, father-in-law
and three children welccmed us warmly. His
home also contained a Buddhist shrine. Jija, 54
years of age, said that after his return the government had originally planned to place him in
a normatr school to teach Tibetin. However, he
said he would really prefer a writing or research
position. Respecting his wishes, the government
trahsferred him to the Tibet Institute of Social
Sciences to edit a catalogue of Tibetan writings.
"I was away from home for more than 20 years,
but now we are reunited," he said, "My four
children have all grown up and are working. It
is the current policieb of the Party that have
made this good fortune possible."

abroad said th4t there was no religious freedom

During my interviews, I found Buddhist

sutras or worship. Last year in August, I came
back to visit and saw that this was not true at
all. I decided to return permanently."

shrines in a number of homes, both in the cities
and in the countryside. But in the homes of
Tibetan cadres working for the Party or government, I saw none. Most likely, this was due
to the fact that upon mastering historical materialism these cadres had abandoned their idealist
religious beliefs. Religious freedom, freedom
to believe or not believe, is very evident in the

in Tibet, that no one was allowed to read the

He lived in an apartment alone. The inner
room contained a quite lovely Buddhist shrine
with several smail oil lamps burning in front of
a Buddhist image.
Toinzhu, 63 years old, said that upon his
return the government had given him this apartment of about 40 square metres rent-free, plus
250 yuan to help him get settled in. Knowing
that he had run a restaurant abroad, the government planned to find work for him in a cafe
38

contemporary life of Tibet. This is very different from life under the old Tibetan theocracy
which prohibited the dissemination of scientific
thought, and is also different from the ban
against religious belief during the "cultural
revolution."

u
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Flowers, Birds and

Animals by Zhang Peng
A native of Gaomi County, Shandong Province,
Zhang Peng began to study painting at the age of
12. He learnt traditional technique through pains-

taking and repeated imitation of the works of

such masters as Wu Changshuo, Ren Bonian, Huang
Binhong and Qi Baishi. As his proficiency developed, he often turned to nature for inspiration.

His flowers and birds, grass and insects join

one another in a dramatic whole. In one painting
presented here, a red paradise flycatcher rests on
a branch heavy with ripe peaches. Ttre bird's beautiful feathers and the plump peaches are brought

together in a crimson radiance. ln the painting
entitled Monkeg, the artist's strokes give the
quizzica! animal such life, he seems to breathe.
Zhang is nour an art teacher at the Shandong

Textile Engineering College.
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